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If you find yourself heading north along the Lehigh River out of the city of Allentown,

Pennsylvania, through the small, once-industrial communities now sewn into one suburban
web, you will quickly reach the working-class borough of Coplay. Down the hill behind the

GIANT supermarket, past the public pool and the joggers on the recreation trail, you will be
confronted with an incongruous site: nine brick towers standing in two neat rows in the

middle of an otherwise typical community park. Looming sixty feet overhead, these strange,
silent structures—chimneys?—evoke a sort of awe amplified by your curiosity.

Sleek metal signs offer the CliffsNotes explanation for the spectacle: these towers

are all that remain of what was once an entire complex of cement plants owned by David O.
Saylor, the man who in 1871 first proved that artificial, “portland” cement could be manu-

factured in the United States. The “towers,” truncated to two-thirds of their original height,

were in fact the kilns once used to fire the crushed limestone, quarried nearby, that fueled a
revolution in American construction.

It has been more than a century since the kilns last glowed with coal and bellowed

smoke, their technology made obsolete soon after their construction by the introduction

of the more efficient “rotary” kiln that is still used in cement manufacture today. After less

than a decade of operation, the kilns were shut down in 19041 and the surrounding building

used for storage; there they stood as the region’s near-monopoly on artificial cement pro-

duction gave way to the opening of plants and quarries all over the nation during the early
20th century. By design or by happenstance, the kilns were fortunately spared when the
remainder of the Coplay Cement Company’s Mill “B” was demolished around 1951.

In 1975, as national economic and regulatory changes were leading to major clo-

sures and consolidations of what local plants remained, the Coplay Cement Company

donated their former Mill B property to Lehigh County for the purpose of establishing a

park and a museum to the region’s prominent history in the industry. The one-story museum was built between and through the bases of the kilns; two were even retrofitted for use

1 Conclusively dating events related to the kilns has proven surprisingly difficult. See Section 4 for a detailed
timeline of events with sources and caveats.
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Figure 0.1. Entrance to Saylor Park, with the kilns in the distance and the Ironton Rail Trail to the right.

Figure 0.2. Interpretive plaque at Saylor Park introducing David Saylor and the origins of the Coplay Cement Co.
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as restrooms. By 1989, the museum was experiencing significant problems with moisture

infiltration. By 2000, the museum had been closed for several years and half of the museum
was demolished. In effect, the kilns were abandoned for the second time in their history.

The optimism embodied in the kilns’ reincarnation as the Saylor Cement Museum

slowly descended into a discouraging cycle of emergency studies (John Milner Associates
1989, 1997) and corresponding fundraising campaigns. Around 2010, the kilns—some

repaired as recently as 2000—had already begun to deteriorate to the point that the County
felt the need to intervene. In particular, partial collapse of the outer brick “skin” of several
kilns required the County to erect a fence around the property for public safety. As of this
writing in early 2016, the County has recently commissioned another study of the kilns

(Spillman Farmer Architects 2015), and work on one kiln is slated to be begun as early as

April using a grant from the now defunct Save America’s Treasures program. Funds for the

remaining kilns do not appear to be forthcoming—either from government, from advocates,
or from the cement industry. Presumably, no one is eager to spend several million dollars

on a rehabilitation program without a larger plan in place to ensure that the next round of
emergency repairs won’t follow shortly after.

Of course, there are also costs to demolition and to doing nothing.2 The most recent

proposal outlines several possible levels of intervention, some of which include ignoring or
demolishing several of the kilns to potentially reduce costs. However, there are compelling
reasons to make preservation of the entire complex a priority. First, based on all available

evidence, these kilns—vertical, “Schoefer” kilns3—are the only remaining examples of their

type in the United States, and quite possibly the world. Their national and local uniqueness

warrants a high standard for their preservation and interpretation. Second, for reasons both
historical and aesthetic, the kilns are more meaningful as a group. With most of the rest of

the plant complex no longer extant (at least above ground), only the sheer quantity of these
looming structures gives any hint that this early cement-making was a truly industrial—as

2 Specifically, the costs of demolition are about $180,000 per kiln, according to the 2015 report.
3 “Schoefer” is the term used in the signage at Saylor Park and in most modern writing about Coplay. For a
detailed explanation of the nomenclature, see Section 2.
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Figure 0.3. The kilns today, with the remains of the museum to the north and the “restored” kilns to the south.

Figure 0.4. Ruinous interior of the remaining half of the Saylor Cement Museum.
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opposed to a “craft” or “artisanal”—endeavor. And not least, the visual and visceral impact
of the structures is greatly compounded by their number. Currently, the nine kilns just

manage to capture a fraction of the imposing and awesome aspects of the country’s early

industrial feats. To demolish half of the kilns would reduce this effect by significantly more
than half; to demolish all but one or two would eliminate it almost entirely. Many formerly
industrial neighborhoods feature the odd, isolated smokestack or shot tower peering out
from among 20th-century sprawl. Where else can boast a battery of nine?

Taking as its premise that full-site preservation best serves the interests both of Co-

play and of our national industrial heritage—not to mention the history of the global cement
industry—this thesis seeks to provide a thorough examination of the kilns and an analysis
of their present condition in order to better inform conservation decisions. By taking into
account all relevant factors, including: the kilns’ design and construction; use, disuse, and
reuse; changes in environment; repairs; and maintenance or lack thereof, useful insights

into patterns and rates of deterioration become apparent. This study, then, is diagnostic in

nature; though the observations and conclusions have implications for the kilns’ treatment,
it is not within the scope of this thesis to prescribe particular interventions. Rather, should
the County find the funding to address the entire kiln complex, this thesis can inform the

project’s phasing and contribute a crucial long-term perspective to the process. In the more
likely event that the County acquires funding sporadically, this thesis can help to prioritize
those issues that ought to be addressed first.

There is another aspect of the Coplay kilns—or of Saylor Park—that is not directly

relevant to the focus of this work but that deserves mention here, because it serves as in-

spiration to the author and may provide food for thought for stakeholders: though the kilns

may be the most visually impressive, they are but one in a string of roughly a dozen sites im-

portant to the history of the cement industry, all within a few square miles and connected by
the Ironton Rail Trail or the Delaware & Lehigh / Lehigh Valley Railroad trail. The trails are

well-trafficked by joggers, bicyclists, and lunchbreak strollers, all of whom pass by the ruins,
often hiding in plain sight, of our industrial past. Aside from the signage at Saylor Park and
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Figure 0.5. A busy Ironton Rail Trail on a sunny Sunday in April, near where the trail meets the former LVRR.

Figure 0.6. A quieter stretch of the Ironton Rail Trail where it passes uninterpreted ruins of early cement plants.
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one display erected as an Eagle Scout project, these sites are entirely without interpretation.
The histories of the towns along this stretch of the Lehigh are inextricably linked to that of
the cement industry—an industry that shaped the world as we know it today. A plan for

the kilns that better incorporates the surrounding landscape and its historical assets into

a broader and deeper heritage experience is likely to be more popular with locals, visitors,
and funders. In the same way that the kiln site is more than the sum of its individual brick
towers, Saylor Park could be the jewel in the crown of a cement belt heritage area that is
exponentially richer for its interconnectivity.

With that important context in mind, let us turn to the early history of the cement

industry—and the Coplay kilns’ role in it.

7

Part I: Background
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1. The Lehigh Valley and the Origins of the U.S. Cement Industry
Few people realize how much concrete construction is done in the United
States. If all the Portland cement made in this country last year had been
used for sidewalks, these would have been equivalent to a sidewalk over 16
feet wide, reaching entirely around the world, at the equator.
Richard K. Meade, A Review of the American Portland Cement Industry, 1906

It is no accident that the Coplay kilns are located along the Lehigh River at the

intersection of two rail-trails; the history of the cement industry is closely tied to those of

transportation routes. The Ironton and Lehigh Valley “rails” that preceded the trails served
many cement plants during the region’s dominance in the early 20th century and continued

to serve them for decades afterward. However, the true origins of Lehigh Valley cement lie
in the River itself—or more accurately, in the Lehigh Canal.

The Lehigh Canal was constructed from 1818-1829 by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation

Company in order to more efficiently bring its coal to market from Pennsylvania’s anthracite

region (Mathews & Hungerford 1884, 594-596). The digging of the canal exposed limestone
deposits suitable for making hydraulic cement4 at Lehigh Gap, roughly 10 miles upriver of

Coplay, and at Siegfried’s Bridge (now part of Northampton), right across the river from

Figure 1.1. Railroad map showing Mill B at the intersection of the Ironton & the Lehigh Valley, and the plant’s
proximity to the Lehigh Canal. (Collection of Mike Bednar)

4 “Hydraulic cement” is a term that refers to any cement that sets (hardens) by exposure to water; this umbrella category includes both natural and artificial “portland” cement. In contrast, non-hydraulic “air” lime cements
cure by exposure to air and are retarded by moisture (Ashurst 1988, 1-6).
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Coplay (Glace 1912, 1-6). It does not require a great deal of imagination to understand why

hydraulic properties are essential for cements used in canal construction. The newly discovered limestone deposits were ideally located for exploitation during inevitable repairs to the
canal and its locks. The Valley itself was ideally located to “prepare extensive quantities” of
cement for nearby New York and Philadelphia, where the product found a “ready market”
(Henry 1860, xii). It was this established field of local, “natural” cement production that
David O. Saylor entered in 1866.

In the spring of that year, Saylor and two other stockholders founded the Coplay

Cement Company, purchasing a farm containing a limestone bed that had been exposed

when the Lehigh Valley Railroad cut through the region a decade earlier (Miller 1941, 9-12).
The company began producing its Anchor BrandTM natural cement; this cement was used to
construct the second Girard Avenue Bridge in Philadelphia, which stood from 1872-1969
and “carried most of the traffic to the Centennial Exhibition in 1876” (Lesley 1924, 26).

During this period after the Civil War, shipments to the United States of modern portland5

cement, a British invention, were steadily increasing (Miller 1928).6 This new cement was

notable for its hydraulic properties, quick set, and high strength; there seems to have been

a widespread belief that a cement with equivalent characteristics could not be produced in
the United States. (In fact, this prejudice limited the acceptance of American portland for

decades after its introduction to the market in 1873 [Lesley, 69-75].) Whether David Saylor
rejected this supposed limitation or was simply unaware of it, by 1871 he had filed a patent
for his own portland cement.7 It was first used in an “improved” cement—a mixed product

5 The Portland Cement Association does not routinely capitalize “portland” so the author has chosen to follow
its lead in this thesis.
6 The first “Portland” cement was patented by Joseph Aspdin in 1824; it was a cement produced by “artificially” mixing quantities of limestone, clay (silicates), and other ingredients to achieve desired properties. Aspdin
chose the name because of the cement’s color, which resembled that of Portland, England limestone; however,
this first product was “portland” in name only (Hewlett 2005, 7). To achieve the properties we expect from
portland cements today, the cement must be heated to a level that would have been considered overburnt in Joseph Aspdin’s time. It was up to his son William to “overburn” the ingredients and produce the world’s first true
calcium silicate portland cement in 1843—probably by accident (Francis 1977, 76-112). Later the product was
improved by I.C. Johnson and many others. Virtually all of the preceding breakthroughs are at least somewhat
contentious; according to Hewlett, “The story of the invention of Portland cement has not been easy to disentangle” (8). However, he and Francis make convincing arguments based on the historical record and the material
properties of the products.
7 The following dates are compiled from Lesley (26) and Miller (376-384). Many modern sources cite Miller,
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of Coplay Mill A along the Lehigh River, including a detail of the kilns. (Taylor 1878, 18)

Figure 1.3. Sketch of Coplay’s Mill A with kilns firing and a passing train on the LVRR. (Hartranft 1896, 14)

who in turn quotes a number of earlier histories. Saylor’s 1871 patent is often referred to as a patent for portland cement, yet the Coplay Cement Company didn’t begin selling Saylor’s Portland CementTM until at least 1873;
the sequence in the text is the author’s best attempt to make sense of the dates. Adding to the confusion, Essroc,
successor to the Coplay Cement Company, is celebrating “150 years of Saylor’s Portland Cement” in 2016, which
is certainly incorrect; in 1866 only natural cement would have been produced.
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of portland and natural cements—which became the Coplay Cement Company’s Improved
Anchor BrandTM in 1872. By 1873, a pure portland was being produced under the brand

Saylor’s Portland CementTM; it received recognition at Philadelphia’s Centennial Exhibition

and is still sold to this day.

In certain circles, David Saylor has taken on the attributes of an American folk

hero. No self-respecting history of the cement industry on this continent is complete
without some version of the following tale—essentially an early example of today’s
company-founded-in-a-garage stories:

As a farm boy, [Saylor] came into Allentown, where, after some business experience,
he became impressed in 1866 with the cement-making possibilities of the limestone
deposits in the vicinity and managed to start a small operation for the manufacture
of natural cement, on the Lehigh River above Coplay station. Having in time become
familiar with imported portland, he was convinced that he could reproduce it. He believed he could take the natural rocks of the Lehigh district, which were high in lime,
low in magnesia, and low in iron, burn them at high temperatures to incipient vitrifaction, and grind the result to make portland cement. He began by carrying home pieces
of rock in his pocket and burning them in the cookstove. As his efforts progressed to
the use of a kiln, the rock clinkered, and when ground and made into briquettes, registered results on a testing machine almost equal to those of the best imported portland
cement. In 1871, he applied for a patent (Hadley 1945, 22).

Or this excerpt from his obituary, on file at the Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum:8

Mixing high grade limestone from the lower beds exposed in their quarry with more
argillaceous strata above, grinding the stone in a coffee mill or in a blacksmith’s forge,
they finally succeeded in approximately duplicating the foreign Portland cement. We
do not know how many failures and disappointments resulted but we learn that success was obtained only after experimentation for a number of years.

It does not diminish Saylor’s ingenuity to note that his plant happened to be ideally

located for producing portland cement. On the contrary, as his obituary indicated, at some
point Saylor must have realized that different beds of limestone in his quarry contained,

in their natural state, all of the raw materials necessary for portland cement manufacture.
From his 1871 patent application:

8

I have discovered that some kinds of the argillo-magnesian and also argillo-calcareous
limestone found along the Appalachian range, containing more or less carbonate of
lime, magnesia, silica, alumina, iron, salts, and alkalis adapted to the purpose…will
make, when burned to a state of incipient vitrification…[a cement] in every respect
equal to the portland cement made in England and imported into this country (Miller
377, emphasis added).

MSS-PF 756-4.
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Figure 1.4. David Saylor’s 1871 patent for a cement that “cannot be distinguished” from portland.

By contrast, an 1892 British publication on the manufacture of portland cement begins with
the following: “Portland cement is generally made from a mixture of clay and chalk. The

clays are obtained chiefly from the estuaries of the Medway and other rivers…these river

clays possess the advantage of being easily broken up and mixed with the chalk and water

in the washing mills” (Forrest, B2). In short, while the British sourced their materials from

a variety of locations, Saylor had the complementary elements close at hand. Essentially, he
was able to a produce a “natural” artificial cement.

Over the 145 years since Saylor’s patent, the “Cement Belt” of the Lehigh Valley has
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been home to 42 cement plants.9 Available records indicate that at the time of Mill B’s construction, Coplay had fewer than five local competitors operating fewer than ten plants; by

1920, during the peak of the region’s output, the company had more than a dozen competi-

tors operating roughly two dozen plants. By 1980, economic factors and new environmental
regulations had led to the closure or consolidation of many plants—those that could afford
to bring their plants up to the new standards did so, while others simply shuttered.10 The

region’s early dominance may have contributed to its decline in this era due to the age of its

facilities; however, even the Valley’s newest plant, the National Portland Cement Company’s
operation in Brodhead, closed in 1974, less than forty years after its construction in 1935.

Only five cement plants remain in operation in 2016, and all of them are owned by companies based abroad.

Figure 1.5. Map of current and former portland cement plants of the greater Lehigh Valley region and their concentration around Coplay. (Author’s map based on the research of Dave Drinkhouse)
9 The author is deeply in debt to Dave Drinkhouse, formerly of Drinkhouse Engineering, for his invaluable
and unequaled research in this area. The information in this paragraph was made possible by his work, some of
which is on file at the Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum. See MSS-PF 756-57.
10 As illustrated in the cement industry clippings file at the Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum archive, which
compiles many Allentown Morning Call articles documenting this tumultuous time. See MSS-PF 756, 41-44.
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Figure 1.6. The silos of Coplay’s Mill C during their slow demolition, spring 2016.

The story of the rise, dominance, and subsequent decline of the region’s role in the

industry is fodder rich enough for a doctoral dissertation. However, no other single site so

fittingly symbolizes the Lehigh Valley’s early importance to this piece of our national history.
Across the road from the kilns, even the massive concrete storage silos of Coplay’s Mill C, its

most modern plant, are slowly being demolished at the time of this writing. While the Iron-

ton Rail Trail weaves past the ruins of Mill B’s contemporaries—rubble, foundations, a few
overgrown shed-like buildings—the nine kilns still reach upwards as if reflecting the aspi-

rations of this once cutting-edge technology in an industrial economy on the ascent. There

are many places in the region to see the end of the Lehigh Valley’s dominance in the cement
industry; there is only one place left to see its beginning.
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2. The Role of the Coplay Kilns within the Evolution of Cement Kilns
He was convinced from the first that Mr. Ransome’s cylinder process of
calcination would never be successful, because the necessity of keeping the
dried slurry moving during calcination was antagonistic to the principle
of calcination; and he believed that the several cylinders which had been
erected had been abandoned.
Minutes of Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, 1891-189211

The modern process of portland cement manufacture can be summed up, very

broadly speaking, into four steps: mixing, grinding, heating, and re-grinding.12 Although all

of these steps are indispensable, it is the heating that defines portland cement as we know

it. The kilns of any cement company are where the “magic” happens—where ordinary limestone, clays, and other minerals are chemically combined to form a material without which
today’s world would not be possible.

For more than one hundred years, this firing process has overwhelmingly taken

place within a horizontal tube called a “rotary kiln.” Today, these brick-lined steel kilns are

often around twelve feet in diameter and can be hundreds of feet long, mounted on a slight

incline to allow the charge to work its way from one end to the other. In order for the necessary chemical reactions to take place, these kilns heat the product to around 2700 degrees

Fahrenheit. The resulting fused product is called “clinker,” which is then ground into the fine
powder that we call cement.

Rotary kilns are so dominant today that it takes a bit of work to remember that

there was a point in history when their success was not assured. The quote that opens this
section reveals the skepticism of a British engineer right at the time the Coplay Cement

Company was contemplating expansion by building a second plant along the Lehigh River.

Frederick Ransome had introduced his “revolving cement furnace” just five years prior, and

its design was a significant departure from those of traditional kilns, which were essentially
“bottle” or “dome” kilns akin to those used in brick and ceramics production. In 1892, the

11 Reproduced in Forrest (91).
12 For a succinct summary of the manufacturing process, see the website of the Portland Cement Association
(www.cement.org) from which this paragraph and the following are loosely adapted.
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Figure 2.1. One of the three rotary kilns at LafargeHolcim’s Whitehall plant, less than a mile upriver from Coplay.

Figure 2.2. Diagram from Frederick Ransome’s patent for a “revolving cement furnace.”
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bottle kilns at Coplay’s first plant would have operated as had those used by William Aspdin
fifty years prior: charge was loaded in the form of lumps or “bricks” along with layers of

coal; the kiln was then sealed, fired, and cooled before unsealing and unloading the bricks
for the final grinding. The process would then be repeated (Rothwell 1898, 106).13 The

main advantages of Ransome’s rotary kiln (in theory) were that the product was fired in

Figure 2.3. A cement kiln in Northfleet, Kent, UK reportedly used by William
Aspdin from 1847-50. (Hewlett 2005, 9)

13 The pace is conveyed nicely by Dylan Moore, who describes the process in the UK on his excellent website (www.cementkilns.co.uk): “The cycle consists of loading, burning, cooling off and emptying. Loading and
emptying were each accomplished in a 12-hour day shift. Cooling off might take 1-2 days, and burning could vary
from two to four days. This means that the kiln could be turned around in four to seven days. The time could be
reduced by the use of additional labour to shorten the filling and emptying times, by emptying while still dangerously hot, and, with extra fuel, encouraging a faster burn-off. Thus one often sees accounts of kilns burned twice
in the course of a week. However, such speed was very much the exception. Fast turnover was expensive, and
in general was unnecessary. The normal response to a need for extra production was to build a new kiln, which
could be done quickly and inexpensively. Furthermore, in the nineteenth century, many plants – perhaps the
majority, did not work at all on Sundays. It was therefore normal to conduct the cycle so that it would conform
with working hours, typically using Sunday for cooling.” According to Rothwell (106), as late as 1897 “kilns of
this type [were] more numerous yet in America than any other style.”
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powdered form (thereby heating it more evenly, eliminating pre-firing brickmaking and

reducing post-firing grinding), and that the kiln could be loaded, fired, and unloaded continuously (thereby wasting less heat, fuel, and labor than did standard intermittent kilns). In

addition, a purer product could be obtained because the fuel didn’t need to be mixed in with
the charge; instead, its hot gases were directed to the firing cylinder (British Clayworker
1911, 182).

However, at this time there existed a number of alternative continuous kiln designs.

The Hoffmann kiln, directly appropriated from the brick industry, consisted of a ring-like
series of chambers around a centralized heating source. Although the central fire of a

Hoffmann kiln is continuous, each individual firing chamber is heated and cooled in batch-

es as the heat is distributed in a revolving manner around the “ring.” Furthermore, if there
is a problem with the fuel system, all firing chambers are shut down (Drachmann 1915,

29). Another class of continuous kilns seemed to offer the fully-continuous advantages of

Ransome’s kiln in a form that much more closely resembled the familiar bottle kiln. These

Figure 2.4. An elongated Hoffman kiln, adapted from the original circular design. (Redgrave 1905, 166)
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various designs were collectively known as “shaft” kilns, and include in their number the
“Schoefer” type built at Coplay.

In addition to the unfamiliarity of the rotary kiln, it is worth noting that Ransome

seems to have been unable to demonstrate, at least at a commercial scale, the viability of his
method. That honor seems to belong to Jose de Navarro, who operated America’s first rota-

ry kiln in 1889—ironically just a few hundred feet upriver from Coplay Mill A—immediately
prior to the construction of Mill B.14 This first kiln was a copy of Ransome’s, Navarro having
obtained the rights to his patent.

After Navarro’s installation, some authors seem to imply that the Coplay Cement

Company should have known immediately that the rules of the game had changed forev-

er. However, even Navarro was not fully satisfied with the initial runs of the rotary kiln: “I

found it an incomplete machine, doing the burning part admirably, but otherwise impractical, lacking the Alpha and Omega—a proper beginning and a corresponding ending” (Had-

ley, 33-34). Moreover, one successful demonstration of the rotary kiln could not have been
expected to compete with multiple implementations of the shaft kiln over the preceding
years.15

14 Miller (1941) claims that the Coplay Company’s Mill B was the first to use a rotary kiln in the Lehigh Valley;
he does not cite this statement (385). Yates (1963, citing no-one) and Birk (1979, citing Yates) repeat this claim.
Because the work of Miller and Yates are more generalized, and sources specific to the cement industry seem to
agree that the honor belongs to Navarro, it seems likely that Miller and Yates are mistaken, perhaps conflating
the fact that Navarro’s plant was in Coplay with the Coplay Cement Company itself. However, Miller cites this
same potential confusion as his basis for stating that Navarro’s plant was the first. At any rate, Sanborn maps
may provide the answer: the 1897 Sanborn of Mill B does not show rotary kilns, despite showing them in 1911;
by contrast, the 1891 Sanborn of Navarro’s Atlas plant clearly depicts two rotary kilns.
15 Blatchley (1900, 18) offers a convincing explanation for the rotary kiln’s rocky start: “For a number of
years…[the rotary kiln] was handicapped by the varying price of the crude petroleum used as fuel. When this
petroleum was only 37 to 48 cents a barrel, as it was between 1891 and 1894, and again in 1897, its use as fuel
in cement manufacture was extensive, but when the average price rose above 60 cents, as in 1895 and 1896,
and from 1898 on, the cost became prohibitory. Then it was that experiments were made with pulverized coal,
and owing to various improvements in its preparation and in the methods of feeding it into the furnace, it is
rapidly becoming adopted as a cheap and in every way satisfactory fuel for use in rotary kilns. At the same time
the evolution of the mechanical features for handling both the raw materials and burned product in the rotary
kiln plants has steadily advanced. As a consequence the amount of manual labor necessary has been materially
reduced and the cost of the manufactured product correspondingly lowered. So satisfactory have these results been that in 1899, 20 of the 36 factories in the United States were using the rotary kilns, and in that year
3,711,220 barrels, or 65.7 per cent. of the total production was burned in these kilns, as against 149,000 barrels,
or 25.2 per cent so burned in 1893.” By 1905, Eckel (54) states that “the kiln in which the material is burned is
now almost invariably of the rotary type…being based upon the substitution of machines for hand labor wherever possible.”
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Shaft kilns seem to have had their origin in Continental Europe; the earliest suc-

cessful example may be the Dietzsch (or Dietsch) kiln, patented in Germany in 1884 (Davis
1924, 155). A decade later, Redgrave wrote the following in the UK:

It is true that many new forms of kilns have been proposed, and that the use of gaseous fuel and revolving cylindrical furnaces have been patented; moreover, numerous
rather crude attempts have been made to save fuel, and to reduce the expense in this
part of the process, by turning to account the waste kiln-gases, etc., but the original
bottle-kilns, which have been employed since the first days of the manufacture, still
hold their own, not only in England, but also on most parts of the Continent. The
efforts made to use the Hoffmann and other fuel-saving kilns have not, so far, proved
successful, at any rate in the hands of our English cement makers…Perhaps we should
here except the Dietsch kiln, of which favourable accounts have reached us.16 (1895,
74)

The Dietzsch may have been the most popular shaft kiln, at least in Continental Europe: in
a series of articles written from 1897-1899, Lewis documented more than a dozen cement
plants in England, Germany, Belgium, and France, at least six of which were using Dietzsch

kilns (1899). However, by Redgrave’s second edition in 1905, many other shaft kiln designs
apparently merited description, including the Schneider, Hauenschild, Hotop, and Stein—
their names giving some indication of their origins.17 One additional shaft kiln, which

Redgrave calls the “Aalborg,” is clearly identical to those standing in Coplay today—including
their missing upper thirty feet (160-163).

It is doubtful that anyone in the cement industry felt that shaft kilns were a pana-

cea. Another British engineer, engaged in the 1892 discussion quoted in the opening, felt
that although “[t]he Dietsch kiln was the most likely novel method to supersede ordinary

processes, owing to the very complete utilization of fuel heat, the continuity of the process,
and the length of time allowed for the heat to penetrate to the centres of large pieces…

[t]oo much manual labour was at present required…” And although “[i]n burning cement in
16 It is important to note that comparisons to English cement manufacture are imperfect; in England, “wet”
processing has always predominated, while the United States and Continental Europe typically follow the “dry”
process. These terms refer to the state of the raw mixture before it is fired. Quoting again from Redgrave (1905,
158): “For the dry process [shaft kilns] are without doubt the best form of fixed kiln that can be used, especially
if semi-dry bricks are made from the raw material...For the wet process, the cost of labour for drying and handling the slurry must always be a drawback to their use in this country.”
17 Still, even by 1910, West wrote of the Dietzsch kiln that it was “…the predecessor of a number of kilns, none
of which have so eclipsed their prototype as to secure its relegation from the field of activity into that of historic
retirement.” (190)
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Figure 2.5. Sections through Dietzsch and Aalborg shaft kilns. (Redgrave 1905, 159-160)

the Dietsch kiln, great economy of fuel was obtained by having the dried slurry of uniform

dimensions, thus avoiding the choking of the furnaces; and the clinker was more regularly

burnt…[m]ore attention should be paid to the refractory lining of such kilns, to prevent the
clinker adhering to the sides of the furnace, and thus avoid an excess of overburnt clinker”
(Forrest, 116-117). Both of these concerns were likely warranted. The high labor costs of

shaft kilns relative to those of rotary kilns almost certainly contributed to their quick demise
in the United States, and ultimately in Europe (although their use has persisted on a small

scale in places where labor is cheap [Sigurdson 1976]). And although shaft and rotary kilns

were both lined with firebrick, it seems likely that the rotary action discouraged the charge’s
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adhering to the sides. In contrast, the interior firebrick of the Coplay kilns are in many places still obscured by what very well may be remnants of the kilns’ last firing in 1904.

The Aalborg kiln was designed by the F.L. Smidth Company. The company, founded

in Denmark in 1882 as a consulting engineering firm, reflected an increasing professionalization of the cement industry; where plants and their kilns had previously been designed
and built by the cement companies themselves, largely empirically, now the job was being
outsourced to specialized engineers (Pedersen, 3). Notable early firms included Philadel-

phia’s Lathbury & Spackman (now defunct) and Dessau, Germany’s Polysius (which, along

with Copenhagen’s F.L. Smidth, is still in business today). In 1889, F.L. Smidth designed and
led the construction of the entire plant of Aalborg Portland Cement in Aalborg, Denmark,

where it could, according to its website, “make thorough studies of all stages of the cement
manufacturing process” and test new machinery.18

The factory opened in May of 1891, and originally contained four continuous shaft

kilns known as Schöfer kilns after their German designer, Breitenberg cement plant director
August Schöfer (Drachmann, 29). The kilns were chosen because they were believed to be

an improvement on the Dietzsch as the fuel was loaded in at a lower level, concentrating the
firing process and preventing the fuel’s premature decomposition; the Schöfer also featured

a purely vertical shaft, while the Dietzsch contained an offset along its length, at which point
manual labor was required to move the charge horizontally. However, the kilns had been
installed based on a recommendation and without independent investigations, and they

did not perform as intended (Drachmann, 38). In particular, the charge passed too quickly

downward through the kilns to dry adequately (pre-heat) prior to the firing stage. Also, the
upper stack of the kilns bore directly on the firebrick of the firing chamber; repairing this
firebrick jeopardized the stability of the entire structure.

18 F.L. Smidth went on to specialize in “nøglefærdige cementfabrikker” (turnkey cement factories) and by
1939 had purportedly designed more than half of the world’s 1500 cement plants. Cement production became
one of the few industries in which Denmark played a leading role, and Aalborg Portland continued to be a proving ground for new technology (Bender 2006, 30, 74, 79). Incidentally, when Aalborg Portland installed the first
modern (i.e. U.S.) rotary kilns in Europe in 1898-99, it was Philadelphia’s Lathbury & Spackman who designed
them (Bender, 81).
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Figure 2.6. Diagram from August Schöfer’s patent for his shaft kiln.

By February of 1892, Aalborg Portland managing engineer Ditlev Berg had invented

a modified Schöfer that addressed these shortcomings (Drachmann, 38-39). The interior
firebrick core was redesigned into an hourglass shape to slow the passage of the charge,

thereby ensuring proper drying. The stability of the upper stack was increased by widening
its base to a more exaggerated cone shape that it did not bear down on the firebrick below.
New kilns at Aalborg were built according to this design while the original Schöfers were

modified when repairs came due. The design of this new “Aalborg” kiln is fully addressed in
Section 3.

The lines between Aalborg Portland and the F.L. Smidth Company are blurry, and it

appears that the latter went on to market the kilns. A German 1898 F.L. Smidth advertise-
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Figure 2.7. 1898 F.L. Smidth Co. advertisement for the Aalborg kiln, marketed as an “improved” Schöfer.
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ment markets the Aalborg as a verbesserter (improved) Schöfer-Ofen and states that the

company has acquired Schöfer’s patents, which it did around 1895.19 This association may
explain the tendency of some contemporary and later authors to refer to the Schöfer and
Aalborg kilns as synonymous, while the narrative put forth by Aalborg Portland and F.L.

Smidth is one of evolution. At the very least, the relationship between August Schöfer and

the Aalborg kiln remains unclear.20 How the Anglicization “Schoefer” became the dominant

term for these kilns throughout the United States is also unclear. However, in the hope

of providing clarity, this thesis will proceed using “Aalborg” to refer to the new kilns and
“Schöfer” to refer to the earlier, unimproved design.

Photographs make it immediately obvious that the kiln building at the Danish plant

was virtually indistinguishable from that at Coplay Mill B; this was no coincidence. William
Hartranft, Coplay’s sales agent in Philadelphia, wrote in 1896 of the opening of Mill B:
The new addition, erected in 1895, to this plant (which in itself has a capacity as large
as any other factory in the United States and as large as most of the foreign works)
was completed after two years’ careful study of all the methods of burning, grinding,
and after a personal inspection by Mr. Chas. M. Saeger, Superintendent of the Coplay
Cement Co., and the writer, of all the Portland Cement Works in Europe (9).

Hartranft had spent the winter of 1892-93 traveling with Saeger,21 visiting major plants in
Germany and Denmark on a sort of industrial Grand Tour (Hartranft 1895, 105). On the

page following the above excerpt, Hartranft makes a passing reference to a Danish cement

plant. Indeed, Aalborg Portland’s 1914 25th Anniversary publication devotes a paragraph to
the visit by the two Americans, calling it af stor Betydning—of great importance—and not-

ing that Saeger subsequently incorporated many of Aalborg Portland’s methods in Pennsyl19 Schoch (1896, 145) states that Schöfer’s patents were “recently transferred” to F.L. Smidth. Schöfer had
continued to advertise his “Patentofen,” describing himself as the Patentinhaber, in the Thonindustrie Zeitung as
late as March 1895.
20 Confusingly, August Schöfer had already applied for a second German patent in June 1891 for a kiln that
more closely resembles the Aalborg than his original kiln. It seems unlikely this newer design was what was
initially installed at Aalborg Portland because it addresses the shortcomings described by Drachmann. However,
the date of the patent application is earlier than a reported visit by Schöfer to inspect the failing kilns at Aalborg.
Perhaps some of Schöfer’s improvements were incorrectly attributed to Berg, or the story is more one of collaboration than Aalborg Portland or F.L. Smidth records indicate.
21 Saeger’s father, Eli, had become President of the Coplay Cement Company upon the death of David Saylor
in 1884. Eli Saeger had been president of the Ironton Railroad, which had not served Coplay’s Mill A but which
would serve its new Mill B after an initial period of exclusive service from the Lehigh Valley (Bach 2013, 74).
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Figure 2.8. Aalborg Portland’s plant and kiln building in 1895. The kiln on the extreme right may not yet have
been converted from a Schöfer to an Aalborg. (Bender 2006, 31)

Figure 2.9. Undated photo of Coplay’s Mill B and kiln building. (National Canal Museum)
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vania (Drachmann, 44).22

At this point it is worthwhile to note that, as United States portland cement produc-

tion approached its 25th anniversary in the 1890s, the industry was still fighting to prove

that the domestic product was equal, or superior, to cement imported from Europe. As late

as 1895, an article in the trade journal The Brickbuilder stated that “[t]he Portland cement of
American manufacture has a long road to travel before reaching the standard of excellence

achieved by its rivals across the water”; this statement prompted letters of protest from the
Lehigh Valley industry, including one from Hartranft. He held up Coplay’s new mill as an

improvement on any of those he had visited in Germany. In another defensive letter a few
months prior, Hartranft stated that a man could search all throughout Europe

…and not until arriving at the Aalborg Portland Cement Works at Aalborg, Den., would
he find anything that would surpass what he saw in the Coplay region. The works
at Aalborg are as near perfect and make as near a perfect Portland cement as the
consummated skill and experience of the leading chemists and engineers of Europe
can produce. A mill of the same description, with the addition of a few American
labor-saving appliances, is now being erected at Coplay, Pa., by the Coplay Cement
Company, as an addition to their already large plant (Hartranft 1894, 211).

To the Coplay Cement Company, then, the solution to competing with the European product
was simple: build a European cement plant.

The Coplay Cement Company appears to have been the first to build an Aalborg kiln

in the United States, erecting one at Mill A as a test before constructing eight more at Mill B

(Lewis 1897, 48; Rothwell, 108-109). An 1897 Sanborn Fire Insurance map of Coplay’s Mill
B corroborates that the plant had only eight “Dutch” kilns by that date. An article published

in December of the same year states that “[t]he plant now has nine of these kilns (one at the
old works) and two more are in course of construction” (Lewis, 49). Apparently whatever
drawbacks the kilns may have had in terms of labor costs, their benefits were enough that
the company was investing in more of them several years after their initial construction.

By the following edition of the Sanborn map in 1911, the plant is shown with its full

complement of 10 shafts—however, they stand alongside an addition of three rotary kilns

22 The event may also have been “of great importance” because Hartranft immediately imported a large quantity of Aalborg cement to the United States.
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Figure 2.10. Undated photo of Coplay’s Mill A with its lone Aalborg kiln in the background.
(Image courtesy Martha Capwell Fox)

Figure 2.11. 1897 Sanborn insurance map of Mill B showing original 8 kilns. (Penn State Sanborn Archive)
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Figure 2.12. 1911 Sanborn insurance map of Mill B showing 10 idled kilns and 3 new rotaries. (Penn State
Sanborn Archive)

that had finally replaced them some years prior. In fact, the original kiln building is labeled
to indicate that it has been repurposed for “clinker cooling.” The kilns remained standing,

idled like this, for another forty years within their corrugated iron shed before it was demolished, leaving them exposed to the elements as they largely remain today.

Rothwell describes two other plants in the United States who had invested in Aal-

borg kilns by 1897: one in Glens Falls, NY and one in White Cliffs, Arkansas (108-109). A

cement company still operates in Glens Falls, but nothing seems to remain of either battery

of kilns. A December 1913 article in Concrete-Cement Age describes another installation of
the Aalborg in Salt Lake City, and the story is telling:

In 1895…the company built what was then the latest improvement in the German
practice, the Aalborg kiln, a shaft kiln about 90 ft. high, for burning the material in the
form of bricks with the use of slack coal fed in at the lower third of the height of the
shaft…It made excellent clinker but was open to the objections common to all kilns
of the shaft type, first, that the product was not uniformly burned, so that a great
proportion of it had to be rehandled; second, that the labor cost was very high…This
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plant was entirely destroyed by fire in 1898 and was rebuilt immediately, using this
time the rotary kiln, which was just becoming recognized as the standard appliance
for this purpose…This kiln did away entirely with the necessity of making the raw
material into bricks, as it took the pulverized rock directly from the grinding mills and
delivered it in the form of uniformly burned clinker in one process… (73)

As the preceding excerpt implies, it was generally agreed that the blame for the

Aalborg’s failure in the United States had to do with the economics of fuel and labor. While

the continuous shaft kiln might have seemed a natural fit for American cement plants, which
largely used the “dry” process just as did plants in Continental Europe, these other factors
proved more important. Put simply: in Europe, fuel was expensive and labor was cheap.

In the United States, labor was expensive and fuel was cheap. The Aalborg kiln’s excellent
economy of fuel (illustrated in Table 2.1) secured its place in European manufacturing,

alongside other shaft kilns, into the 20th century. On the other hand, its relatively high labor
cost—forming the bricks of raw mix, loading and unloading charge and fuel, sorting through
unevenly-fired clinker—guaranteed its eventual replacement by the less labor-intensive
rotary kiln in the United States.

Table 2.1. Statistical comparison of several cement kiln technologies, including the Aalborg. (Foss 1902, 150)

The scales were finally tipped decisively in favor of the rotary kiln following a num-

ber of American improvements to Navarro’s initial implementation of Ransome’s design in
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the 1890s. According to Navarro, his own two main improvements were to add a cooling

cylinder to the main firing cylinder and to use powdered coal for fuel instead of petroleum
(“I don’t claim to be an inventor; but I am an improver. I commence where inventors leave

off” [Hadley , 37]). Later, rotary kiln design was substantially improved by none other than
Thomas Edison, who operated his own plant in New Village, New Jersey and demonstrat-

ed in 1903 that the kilns could be dramatically increased in size beyond what was thought
possible: Edison’s kilns were 150 feet in length compared to Navarro’s 40 (Meade 1906b,

142).23 If Coplay’s shaft kilns fell out of use around 1904, the event is right in line with the

national trend; within the next two years, accounts of the American cement industry note
the near-exclusivity of rotary kiln use (Eckel 1905, 54; Meade 1906a, “Review,” 1261). A

July 1904 article in the journal Cement reported that in the United States, “[t]he fixed kiln

commonly used in European countries was never employed to any great extent, and at the

present time is not used in more than three or four factories in the entire country” (Carpen-

ter, 139). The diagram of a “fixed kiln” accompanying the article clearly depicts the Aalborg.
In review, the following passage from Watson (1922) is as succinct a history of ce-

ment kilns—and the Aalborg’s place in it—as can probably be written:

The usual form of lime-kiln then in vogue was adopted for calcination by the inventor
and early manufacturers of Portland cement, but when it was discovered that a much
higher temperature was needed for the calcination of true Portland cement, a wide tapering chimney was added to the kiln, resembling in shape the neck of a bottle, hence
the name “bottle kiln” applied at that period to describe the apparatus for calcining
Portland cement.
The consumption of fuel in the calcination being an important item of expenditure in
the cost of making Portland cement, fully half a ton of coke being needed in a bottle
kiln to calcine one ton of cement, a multitude of improvements and patent kilns were
from time to time introduced, many of which have had their day and since passed into
oblivion. Others still survive, and among them may be mentioned the Dietsch and
Schneider kilns of Germany, the Aalborg kiln, a Danish invention, and the Johnson’s
patent chamber kiln, invented by I. C. Johnson, whose name appeared prominently in
the historical notes. These, as well as many other improved kilns, still survive, and are
adopted in all parts of the world, but by far the most radical change and improvement
in the process of calcination of Portland cement has been the recent introduction of
the rotary system of burning (22-23).

23 In 1934, Aalborg Portland installed what was then the world’s longest rotary at almost 500 feet (Pedersen,
15).
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3. The Design and Function of the Aalborg Kiln
Modern journalists have described the Coplay kilns’

unique geometry in a variety of colorful ways: “spires,” “60foot high brick telescopes,” “giant ice-cream cones turned

upside down” (Callaway 2010; Yang 2000; Pfleiger 1991). To
the author, the Aalborg kiln resembles nothing so much as a

giant beer bottle, with a conical upper segment resting upon
a cylindrical base. When the upper stacks of the kilns were

demolished, this likeness was diminished somewhat as each
cone was truncated. The original thirty foot stack above the

roof line was designed, as in other shaft kilns, to promote draft:
that is, the movement of external air into the lower levels of

the kilns, induced by stack effect as the heated air exited at the
top. This enhanced air flow would provide the kilns’ fuel with
plenty of oxygen necessary to maintain the high firing tem-

peratures necessary for portland cement production. Inter-

estingly, the overall profile of the Aalborg was nothing novel in

Continental Europe; German intermittent kilns had traditionally been taller and more slender than their English and American bottle kiln counterparts (West 1910, 183). The profile of

an “old German shaft kiln” in West could easily be mistaken for
the Aalborg at first glance.

The Aalborg kilns at Coplay were constructed main-

ly of common-bond brick, with headers typically every sixth

course.24 Within this brick mass-masonry structure was a sec- Figure 3.1. Sketch of an “old Ger-

man shaft kiln.” (West 1910, 183)

24 There are many localized exceptions to this, particularly as bricklayers would “cheat” by using headers or
partial bricks to complete many courses; likely this done so often due to the difficulty of the curved geometry
and exacerbated by the fact that the kilns were not intended to be aesthetically pleasing. How many of these
irregularities date to the original construction and how many are from later repairs is difficult to determine.
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Figure 3.2. Detail of Tier 1 of two of the Coplay kilns illustrating common, or “American,” bond brickwork.

ondary structure made of refractory, or “fire” brick. Much like the popular Dietzsch kiln, the
Aalborg was divided along its height into sections that corresponded to different stages of
the firing process. As Pedersen observes, “…it is often hard to make a distinction between

buildings and machines. This was not least the case…with the vertical kilns” (11). Both kilns
were constructed within multi-story buildings with one floor to access each level of the kiln

(for this reason, shaft kilns were sometimes known in German as Etageofen, or “floor-kilns”
[Dancaster 1915, 64]). A photograph of the construction of Mill B’s kiln building reveals

that construction of it and the kilns occurred simultaneously, apparently working upward
one floor or kiln stage at a time.

On the fourth floor of Coplay’s kiln building, the top story, raw mix—that is, dried

bricks of limestone, silicates, etc.—would be loaded into the kiln. On the third floor, workers
stood over circular openings at their feet through which they could introduce coal down to

the second-story firing chamber with long metal rods; adding coal at this lower level “avoids
some of the waste of fuel caused by its premature decomposition in the upper part of shaft”
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Figure 3.3. Mill B under construction, with Tier 3 of two kilns just visible over the buildings in the foreground.
(Bach 2013, 35)

Figure 3.4. Elevation and section of the kilns at Coplay showing the relationship of the tiers to the
floor levels of the building. (Lewis 1897, 49)
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Figure 3.6. The Tier 3 fueling level, where coal was introduced through holes at the foot of the
man-sized openings.

Figure 3.7. The Tier 2 openings, now bricked-in, where workers could observe the state of the
fuel and the firing process.

Figure 3.8. The Tier 1 unloading door, now bricked-in, through which a cart loaded with
cooled clinker would be wheeled.

Figure 3.9. Only known photo of the interior of Mill B, showing the unloading doors and cart.
(On display in remains of Saylor Cement Museum)

Figure 3.5. The Tier 4 charging door, now bricked-in, where bricks of “raw
mix” were fed into the kiln.
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(British Clayworker, 182). The four openings on the second floor of the kiln probably served
as air intake, which served double-duty: the draft cooled the clinker while the clinker heated the draft as it ascended to the firing chamber (Mills 1915, 123). These openings were

also used by workers to view whether firing was taking place properly, as described in the
following paragraph. The cement clinker, having worked its way through all three stages,

would then rest, continuing to cool on a grate six feet above the first floor until it was ready
to be loaded into a cart positioned underneath. As the clinker exited the kiln at its base to

be taken away to the finish mill for grinding into cement powder, more room would be made
for raw material to enter at the fourth floor.

The following account, reproduced in Bender (117-119), describes the work per-

formed at Aalborg Portland:

Two and three vehicles were then put into an elevator that took them up on the [third]
floor of the furnace body, which later came to be called “Smoke hat”, and [the coal was]
thrown into the ovens by hand through a box that there was a large iron cap on when
the box was not used. They needed to spread the stones as much as possible, so that
there was still an even layer for combustion...On the [second] floor was going on combustion. These people, called burners, needed to make sure that the stones [cement

Figure 3.10. Grate for holding cooled clinker until it could be unloaded into a cart below, still extant in kiln E2.
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bricks] were glowing. At the bottom were people called sorters, they needed to sort
and pick everything from which was half burned, and it went to the cement mill...

As noted in Section 2, the key innovation that set the Aalborg apart from the Di-

etzsch and the Schöfer is the Aalborg’s restricted firing zone (Sabin 1905, 17). The interior

firebrick forms a cylindrical passage which tapers in the middle, as an hourglass, to produce

a zone of maximum heat by concentrating the draft directly above the stoked coal (Rothwell,
108). This tapering also reduced the speed of the pre-heating raw bricks as they descended.
The raw material entering on the fourth floor would be dried and pre-heated by the rising

kiln gases and the product below it. As the charge continued, it would enter the narrower,
hotter region and approach a target temperature of roughly 2600-2700 °F. The material

would then pass below the stoking level as the passage widened, reducing the temperature
and allowing the product to begin cooling. This widening also reduced the pressure on the
clinker from above and thus its tendency to clump together (Shoch 1897, 340).

The second purpose of the Aalborg’s narrow firing zone was labor-saving. The Di-

etzsch kiln contained an offset, or kink, in order to keep the weight of the preheating charge
from resting on the clinker and from “press[ing] the semi-fused clinker outward and [caus-

ing] the mass to hang up in a solid block, adhering to the walls of the clinkering zone” (West,
191). The preheated material would have to be manually pushed to the second, lower firing

chamber at the appropriate time. The Aalborg’s continuous shaft eliminated this step, while

its hourglass shape may have helped distribute the weight advantageously: only a portion of
the upper charge would bear directly on the semi-fused clinker, and the fired product would
be free to expand into a wider chamber as it worked its way down the shaft.

There are several other interesting features of the Aalborg kiln’s design that congre-

gate at the third, or stoking, level. The first are the stubby walls, radiating from the central

firing chamber like the cogs of a gear, that frame the man-sized openings for stoking. These
walls serve the structural function of carrying the load of the charging level and the up-

per chimney stack, originally almost another forty feet, to the kiln’s base in a way that not

only provides the necessary openings for workers but also isolates the firebrick core from
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Figure 3.11. Details from 1975 drawings from the Coplay Cement Company, presumed copies of original 1893 construction documents, showing Tier 3 in elevation and sections. (Author’s collection)

Figure 3.12. Detail showing Tier 3 tension straps around the constricted firing chamber.
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load-bearing responsibility. Because of this, the interior firebrick could be periodically

replaced—a necessary process even in today’s rotary kilns—without compromising the
structural integrity of the kiln’s envelope.

The second interesting feature of the stoking level is the openings themselves, which

may have served dual purposes. In addition to providing a space for a worker to stand

above the stoke holes, the openings may have served a cooling function for the interior

firebrick, which would here have been at its hottest; the constricted firing chamber begins
at a point corresponding to roughly halfway along the height of the exterior openings and

extends to a point that would have been just below the level of the workers’ feet. Although

firebrick is an excellent insulator by design, thermal inertia works both ways: if a substance

takes a long time to heat up, when it is ultimately heated—or overheated—it will take a long
time to cool down. These openings may have played a role in regulating the temperature of
the firebrick core, possibly to minimize the common problem of over-burnt clinker which
could adhere to the sides.

Finally, visible through the third-floor openings are the only non-masonry elements

of the original Aalborg kiln design: a pair of metal tension straps which hug the common

brick that keys into the firebrick core. As any material heats, it has a tendency to expand. To
counteract this tendency, the metal straps restrain the firing chamber here where it is most
strained. This was a common feature of bottle and beehive kilns whether for brick, lime or
cement.25

There is strong evidence that the kilns each originally had at least three more ten-

sion straps around Tier 2. First, 1975 Coplay Cement Company drawings, presumed to be

copies of original construction documents, depict horizontal lines at Tier 2 similar to those
at Tier 3. Second, photographs from 1956—just five years after the kiln building’s demoli-

tion—show what appears to be “ghosting” from the tension straps in locations corresponding to those on the drawings: two just above and just below the Tier 2 arched openings,

25 See, for example, Sturm’s thesis on the brick kilns of Western Clay Manufacturing Company, Helena, Montana (2013).
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and one about ¾ of the way up the tier. (Tiers 2 and 3 appear noticeably darker than Tiers

1 and 4 in these photographs, almost certainly because of the smoke and soot from burning
coal; the straps would have shielded the kilns’ brick from the soiling.) Third, kilns W1 and
E1 retain metal hooks at heights corresponding to the two upper strap locations. Fourth,

a photograph of the one Aalborg built at Mill A at the time of its demolition shows remains

of the straps not just on Tier 2 but additionally on Tier 3 above the fueling openings. Fifth,
a photograph of the original Aalborg kilns, taken after a 1900 fire at the Aalborg Portland
plant, clearly depicts three tension straps on Tier 2 of each kiln.

These Tier 2 straps, like those of Tier 3, were clearly intended to counteract the

expansion of the kiln where it was at its hottest. If the constricted clinkering area of Tier 3

was designed to be the hottest portion of the kiln, the fueling area of Tier 2 just below would
have been second-hottest. The implications of the installation and removal of these straps is
discussed in Part II of this thesis.
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Figure 3.15. Metal hooks on E1 correspond precisely to the former location of tension straps.

Figure 3.14. 1956 post-demolition photo of the kilns showing
horizontal lines, presumably “ghosting” from the tension straps.
(Whitehall Historical Preservation Society)

Figure 3.13. Elevation drawing of kiln showing what appear
to be tension straps on Tier 2 and 4 in addition to 3. (Author’s
collection)

Figure 3.16. Photo of Mill A’s lone Aalborg kiln
during the plant’s demolition in the 1920s,
showing evidence of tension straps on Tier
2 and above the fueling openings on Tier 3.
(Spillman Farmer Architects 2015, 20)
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Figure 3.17. Tension straps visible on original Aalborgs in Denmark
following a fire in 1900. (Image courtesy Bent Ole Borup)

4. Timeline of Events at Mill B
It is important, and intriguing, to remember that the Coplay kilns were only used

as intended for a brief period—probably nine or less years of firing for the original eight
kilns, which is less than 8% of their lives as of 2016. An accurate understanding of the

kilns’ context through time is not only valuable for historical reasons, but also informs their
diagnostic evaluation in Part II of this thesis. In particular, a wealth of photographs from

the past half-century provides clues to the duration and rate of several deterioration conditions. These photographs, as well as a number of construction drawings, are compiled in a
visual timeline in Appendix A. What follows are the events directly related to Mill B, so far

as the author has been able to reconstruct them from a wide variety of sources (regrettably,
Essroc, the Coplay Cement Company’s successor, has not retained records for most of the

events in question). Most of the information below is repeated elsewhere in this thesis, but
it is compiled here in condensed form.

(First a note about terminology: for the remainder of this thesis, the author will

adopt a labeling scheme for the kilns originally used in the 2015 report by Spillman Farmer
Architects. Because the two rows of kilns are oriented along a roughly north-south axis,

when viewed in plan the left row can be labeled “West” and the right row “East.” Combined
with a numbering sequence proceeding from south to north, the kilns can be labeled as in
the following diagram. The elevation of each kiln can be divided up according to the four

stages of the firing process into Tiers 1, 2, 3, and 4. For example, kiln W1 is in the extreme
southwest of the complex, while kiln E5 stands alone in the northeast; kiln W4 is the kiln
that has been truncated at the top of its Tier 3.)
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Figure 4.1. Key to the shorthand names for the kilns at Coplay. (Adapted from Spillman Farmer Architects)
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1894-1895: Mill B constructed. Although most secondary sources (including the

kilns’ National Register of Historic Places nomination) indicate that the mill was built in

1892-3, as noted previously that is precisely the time of Hartranft and Saeger’s trip to Eu-

rope (see Section 2). Lewis writes that one experimental Aalborg was installed at Mill A in

1893 (48). Hartranft himself wrote in 1894 that “a mill…is now being erected” and in 1896
that “the new addition” (Mill B) had been “erected in 1895” (1894, 211; 1896, 9). Both an

1897 Sanborn map and Lewis’s 1897 Engineering Record article describing Mill B indicate
that it was originally built with only eight kilns.

1897: Two more Aalborg kilns under construction, according to the same Engineer-

ing Record article.

1904: Aalborg kilns cease operation, according to most sources, including the kilns’

National Register of Historic Places nomination—bearing in mind that these same sources
were likely incorrect about the kilns’ construction date. A 1911 Sanborn map shows rotary kilns installed in an adjacent building and the Aalborg kiln building (with all ten kilns

visible) labeled as “clinker cooling.” It seems likely that the shaft kilns ceased operation

because the plant had recently shifted production to its new rotary kilns; however, evidence
of the precise date of rotary kiln installation is likely lost.

Ca. 1916: Rotary kilns of Mill B leased by Harbison-Walker of Pittsburgh to produce

magnesite brick due to a wartime shortage. It is unknown whether the shaft kiln building,
let alone the kilns themselves, was involved in this process, perhaps continuing to provide
cooling for the finished products. This lease terminated on March 31st, 1918 (Bach, 134).

1921: Coplay Cement Company arranged “for the early closing of its Mill B” due to

the company’s “first signs of retrenchment,” as Bach quotes an unnamed source (145). This
date may explain the mistaken claim in the kilns’ National Register nomination and in the

2015 proposal that the plant was demolished in the 1920s. Photographs of Mill A indicate
that it was demolished around this time, another potential source of the confusion.

1935 (or prior): Select demolition of kilns. Aerial photographs from 1935 and 1938
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Figure 4.2. 1935 aerial photo of Mill B showing only 8 kilns projecting above the roofline. (Hagley Museum)

clearly show only eight stacks projecting above the kiln building’s roofline. Tier 4 of kiln
W4, therefore, had been removed for years before the surrounding building was demol-

ished. Kiln W5, no longer extant, was either similarly truncated by this point or had been
fully demolished, possibly for reasons related to the kiln building’s new use. Unique con-

crete features on the west face of E5 and north face of W4 may be related to these early-20th

century changes.

1950-1951: Mill B building demolished, according to a 1969 Coplay Centennial

souvenir booklet; Front et al. quote D.J. Uhle, then-plant manager of the Coplay Cement

Company, as stating that there were “certain mechanical problems” with the kilns’ demoli-

tion (2005, 35). As mentioned previously, several sources report that demolition occurred

during the 1920s; however, the above-mentioned aerial photographs clearly document that
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Figure 4.3. Unexplained
concrete features on Tier
2 of W4 (right) and Tiers
1 and 4 of E5 (left).

Figure 4.4. Kiln building still standing with 8 kilns projecting above the roofline. (Miller 1941, Plate 31)
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the kiln building was standing throughout the 1930s. Miller states that “[p]art of Mill B still
remains, though at present it is used only for storage and packing” and includes a photo-

graph of the kiln building with eight stacks projecting above the roofline (386). When the
kiln building was demolished, these upper thirty-foot stacks were taken down, the steel

floor beams were cut and left projecting from the kilns, and the lower sixty feet of the kilns

were exposed to the elements for the first time since their construction. A post-demolition

aerial photo from 1950s shows that the cut tops of the kilns were not sealed, allowing direct
entry of water and snow. The nine kilns stood this way among the detritus of Mill B for the
following 24 years.

Figure 4.5. 1955 photograph showing the kilns’ tops uncovered and completely exposed to the elements.
(Whitehall Historical Preservation Society)
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Figure 4.6. The kilns in 1965 after 15 years of exposure. Photo credit: Charles Houser Sr. (Bednar & Bealer 2010, 1)

Figure 4.7. Artist’s rendering of the Saylor Cement Museum. Reproduced in Rock Products Magazine, July 1976.
(Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum)
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1975: Former Mill B property donated to Lehigh County for the establishment of a

park and museum dedicated to the cement industry.26 According to a later newspaper re-

port, the kilns were already experiencing moisture problems at this time—understandably
due to the exposure just described (Yang 2000).

1976: Museum opened. Designed by Bond, Miller, Seibert, Ferreira, & Schlicting

Architects of Allentown, the one-story concrete structure, capped with a clear plastic barrel

vault, tied together the bases of eight kilns and adapted several kiln interiors to various uses
(see Section 12.1). Coincidentally, this is the same year that Aalborg Portland demolished

the original Aalborg kilns in Denmark (Bender, 118). At the very moment that some in Co-

play were claiming that these kilns were the last of their kind in the world, the fact may have
been coming true—but the author has seen no evidence that those in Pennsylvania were
aware of the events in Denmark.

1980: Kilns listed to the National Register of Historic Places after a failed bid for

National Historic Landmark status, per correspondence on file at the Lehigh Valley Heritage
Museum.27

1989: Study commissioned to deal with moisture problems within museum. John

Milner Associates made a number of recommendations that may never have been implemented.

1990: Lou Jany, figure in the local cement industry, spearheads fundraising effort to

save museum. A newspaper article describes the issues: water entry at the museum’s interfaces with the kilns; ruined carpet that had to be torn up; moss and mold low on the walls
(Pflieger 1991).

1997: Study commissioned for emergency stabilization of the kilns. Again, John

Milner Associates made recommendations, but they were largely limited to the kilns themselves; by this time, the museum was uninhabitable, according to Jeff Levine, a conservator
26
27

See documents on file at the Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum: MSS-PF 706 LC SAY.
See previous note.
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Figure 4.8. The kilns shortly after the completion of the museum. Photo credit: Adrienne Snelling (Taylor 1982).
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Figure 4.9. The original Aalborg kilns shortly before their
demolition in 1976, in the
masonry building built after a
1900 fire. (Bender 2006, 118)

who worked on the project.

1999: Specifications were drawn up for a roofed enclosure to protect the kilns,

much as they had originally been protected by the mill building. The specifications are still
on file at the Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum.28 Kilns declared a safety hazard after bricks
begin falling.

2000: Restoration of all nine kilns estimated at $1 million. The four southernmost

kilns were rehabilitated (the author has been unable to determine by whom) ostensibly per
the stabilization recommendations made in 1989 and 1997, for a cost of roughly $330,000

(Yang). This work involved: adding gravel fill around the kilns for drainage, demolishing the
southern half of the museum, replacing large areas of brick, adding flashing to the top edges
of Tiers 1 and 2, cutting vents into Tiers 1 and 2, and placing vented, sloped metal “hats” on
top of Tier 4. It is unclear to what extent this work was performed according to the specifications created by John Milner Associates.

2004: Remaining five kilns slated for demolition; voting on the measure delayed to

give residents time to raise the money to rehabilitate the kilns (Jackson 2004; Duck 2004).
2005: Kilns appear on Preservation Pennsylvania’s “Pennsylvania at Risk” list of

endangered heritage sites.

2010: Funding for Coplay kilns not included in County’s five-year capital plan (Call-

away 2010).

2013: Kiln W2 suffers massive loss of brick on western face.

2014: County issues Request for Proposals to evaluate existing conditions, get local

input and “Devise a preservation plan with recommendations for stabilization, remediation
and longterm stewardship” (County of Lehigh, 6).

2015: Results of study published. The report by Spillman Farmer Architects of

28

MSS PF 756-78.
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Figure 4.10. The kilns as they appear in 2016, fenced off for safety., the southern four kilns modified with vents
and “hats.”

Figure 4.11. Large blowout on the western face of kiln W2.
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Bethlehem presents multiple options, ranging from securing the site without additional

intervention to full site stabilization with the addition of a protective structure. Options in

between include selective demolition and stabilization of particular kilns. Stabilization of all
nine kilns is estimated at roughly $3-3.5 million. Author’s thesis work began.

2016 (Spring): Stabilization work slated to be performed on kiln W1, the one

deemed to be in the best condition in the 2015 study, at an estimated cost of $360,000400,000 (Spillman Farmer Architects, 29).
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Part II: Diagnostics
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5.  Justification
The term “Building Pathology” was used by James Marston Fitch to describe the

deterioration of structures and their materials by loosely borrowing terminology and tools

from the field of medicine (Harris 2001, xiii-xvi). While the analogy should not be taken too

literally, a key lesson from the study of human health is that the final outcome—in buildings,
called “failure”—is inevitable. The factor that those of us involved in construction, mainte-

nance, conservation, and related fields can hope to influence is the rate of this failure. This

simple concept ought to inform any financial or design decisions about a structure’s future.

No intervention can last forever; no fix can do more than buy time. The goal, then, is to seek

the right balance between “putting the brakes” on decay mechanisms and all costs related to
doing so (Harris, 12-22).

The investigative corollary to Building Pathology is often called “Building Diagnos-

tics,” another term borrowed from the medical profession. A central assumption of both
building and medical diagnostics is that an accurate understanding of root causes leads

to better outcomes. This assumption, obvious though it may sound, is the premise of this
thesis.

There is a growing body of literature in fields as diverse as mathematics, psycholo-

gy, economics, medicine, and museum collections that emphasizes on the limits of human
perception and cognition.29 All of this work demonstrates that a knowledge of our limita-

tions as thinkers, planners, and problem-solvers can lead to better circumvention of these

limitations. In the preface to his Building Pathology, Harris recounts the misguided tendency of his students to memorize “the answers” to deterioration problems—what he calls the
“cookbook” approach to learning (xiv). This natural human penchant for memorizing pat-

terns and storing them for efficient recall (“the last time I saw broken bricks, it was because
of freeze-thaw damage, therefore…”) is what Kahneman calls “System 1” thinking, or simply
29 See, for example, Mlodinow (2009), Kahneman (2011), and Silver (2012). University of Pennsylvania
adjunct Michael Henry drove home the applicability of this literature to the field of building diagnostics, and
introduced the author to the work of Croskerry (2000, 2009) and Taylor (1999, 2005, 2007).
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thinking “fast.” It is this sort of thinking that allows us to shower and tie our shoes every
morning without wasting processing power deliberating about how we ought to do it.

The alternative is, of course, “System 2” thinking, or thinking “slow”—essentially

what most of us know as “critical thinking.” The implicit goal of such thinking is to minimize
the sorts of errors caused by biases, assumptions, and logic flaws. These flaws are part and
parcel of System 1 thinking, particularly in situations more complex and less repetitious

than showering and shoe-tying. Of course, thinking “slow” comes at a cost in mental energy
and in time. The latter, in particular, is commonly felt to be in short supply in both the personal and professional realms.

It has been the author’s hope that it is precisely this resource that will enable him to

add value to the current discussion about the future of the Coplay kilns. The completion of

this thesis will mark the culmination of more than seven months of regular visits to the kilns
and countless additional hours devoted to research and simply thinking about the site, the

structures, and all of the factors at play. Where the results of this deliberative approach cor-

roborate the findings of the most recent site visits by professionals, this thesis can add depth
to the discussion and certainty in the choices made. Where the results are new or different,
they will hopefully clarify, rather than complicate, future decisions.

6. Methodology

Circumventing biases and assumptions does not necessarily require a complex

procedure. Much as with diet and exercise, the difficulty in System 2 thinking lies more in

disciplined adherence to a set of simple, pre-established rules (and as with diet and exercise,
the author’s initial plans “evolved” over time in Burnsian fashion). The parameters of the

diagnostic component of this thesis work were defined early and divided into five distinct
phases:

1. Documentation of observed conditions without consideration of possible causes

2. Compilation of causal factors related to these conditions, regardless of probabili-
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ty or observation

3. Compilation of possible investigative and diagnostic procedures for verifying the
presence of the items in phases one and two regardless of feasibility

4. Investigation, diagnostics, and monitoring

5. Synthesis & analysis of the results

The goal of separating Phases 1 to 3 was essentially to help the author to keep an

open mind when considering each factor, to counteract the natural tendency to self-edit

oversoon (“the cracking can’t be caused by salts because I haven’t seen any efflorescence”),
and to prevent premature conclusions (“the cracking is caused by freeze-thaw because it’s

cold and the bricks are wet”). As in baking, where the wet and dry ingredients are kept sep-

arate until the very end, the premise here was that the results of the author’s work would be
improved if he didn’t allow ideas to “stick together” prematurely.

7. Observed Conditions

Even the apparently simple act of recording conditions is aided by following a

formalized procedure. In particular, the use of a conditions glossary is often recommended
to aid in cataloguing deterioration in a manner that is objective and repeatable (Kopelson

2011). The advantages may go deeper than having a standardized reference; there is some
research that suggests that having a name for something actually facilitates our seeing it

(Roberson et al 2005).

The conditions of the Coplay kilns were recorded on five dates (beginning Novem-

ber 18th, 2015, and ending on February 4th, 2016) with the help of a number of references,
but primary among them was the Damage Atlas (Franke et al., 1998), a visual conditions

glossary developed specifically for brick by the European Commission.30 Conditions were
recorded at varying levels of precision. Some conditions, such as bio-growth and missing

mortar, were recorded spatially to within roughly one foot of actual location. Other condi-

30

Other references included Watt (2007), Croci (1998), and Grimmer (1984).
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tions, such as efflorescence, were recorded on a simple binary “yes/no” basis at the level of
orientation and altitude (for example, the south quadrant of Tier 1). These decisions were
made based on a number of considerations, including time limitations, expected utility of

the information, and fluctuations in the conditions themselves.31 Because the goal of recording conditions was to identify discreet and shared patterns among all nine kilns, particularly
in relation to orientation, exposure to the elements, altitude, and past interventions, this

broad approach was deemed most appropriate. All conditions in the Damage Atlas were

investigated individually, in sequence; conditions that were too minor to be identified with

the naked eye, or that (to the author) were indistinguishable from other, similar conditions,
were not recorded.32

Finally, only the conditions of the exterior brick were surveyed in this systematic

fashion. The interiors of most of the kilns were photographed or monitored in other ways,

but the overall inaccessibility of the interiors (because of darkness and the author’s inability
to safely reach the upper tiers) prohibited thorough assessment of the firebrick lining or the
topmost interior brick. Because of the structural independence of the firebrick “core,” de-

scribed in Section 3, this omission should not limit the value of the exterior observations—
particularly as related to the immediate concern of falling brick.

Conditions observed on the exterior of the kilns included:

31 For example, the amount of apparent efflorescence varied frequently, likely in response to changes in the
weather; documenting effloresced brick to a high degree of accuracy would therefore have provided information
about only a snapshot in time.
32 Because of all the preceding limitations, the conditions survey should not be considered exhaustive; the
absence of a condition in the survey should not be taken as proof of its absence in the winter of 2016. However,
its presence in the survey can reliably be considered proof of its existence during the same period.
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7.1

Loss (fallen brick)

Areas of missing/fallen brick were recorded as “loss,” and marked in spatial detail on

drawings.33 Because of the presumed danger associated with these regions, the author also
photographed them on each visit beginning October 7th, 2015 in order to document any

changes in extent.34 By far the two most noteworthy areas of loss were those on the west

quadrant of kiln W2, Tier 235 and the northwest quadrant of W4, Tier 2, respectively; however, both of these kilns had smaller areas of loss on Tier 2 that still exceeded in size those

seen on any other kilns. Loss on other kilns tended to occur near the tops of Tiers 1 and 2,
and occasionally 3, if at all.

Figure 7.1. Large area of loss on the northwest of kiln W4, Tier 2, revealing construction of brick and firebrick.

33 The author is indebted to Spillman Farmer Architects of Bethlehem for the base drawings used to document conditions.
34 Surprisingly, not a single brick appears to have fallen during the author’s seven months on site.
35 For an explanation of the kiln designations, see the introduction to Section 4.
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7.2

Displaced brick (impending loss)

Areas of displaced brick were similarly recorded spatially on drawings. Because of

the cylindrical geometry of the kilns, all displacement is essentially out-of-plane (vs. in-

plane) and has been presumed to indicate movement and impending loss. The associated
danger both to bystanders and to the kilns prompted the author to regularly photograph

these areas of displacement as with the areas of loss described above. Displaced brick tended to occur in areas analogous to those where loss was observed, i.e. particularly near the
tops of Tiers 1 and 2.

Figure 7.2. Displaced brick on the southwest of kiln W4, Tier 1, typical of the northern five kilns.
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7.3

Cracking

Crack lengths and locations were recorded spatially on drawings. Crack widths were

not recorded. In locations where it was possible to determine crack depth, cracks appar-

ently penetrated at least the outer wythe of brick. Gaps due to separation of mortar from

brick were not recorded unless they were part of a larger crack path through adjacent brick.
Cracks were often associated with the same regions as displacement and loss, though by no

means exclusively. Some of the longest cracks were observed on Tier 1 of the two southernmost kilns (W1 and E1), which are among the four repaired in 2000.

Figure 7.3. Long crack on the northwest of kiln W1, Tier 1, through brick installed in 2000.
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7.4

Missing mortar

Regions of missing mortar—that is, open joints—were also recorded spatially on

drawings. The precise boundaries of this condition were difficult to record in each indi-

vidual instance, but when each general region had been sketched, clear patterns emerged.
Missing mortar, when it occurred, most commonly appeared in a horizontal band roughly

one-to-two feet below the tops of Tiers 1 and 2. The top of Tier 3, directly below the Tier 4
charging doors, was another common location.

Figure 7.4. High concentration of open joints on the west of kiln E5, Tiers 3 and 4.
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7.5

Bulging

Bulging was documented in perhaps the crudest and most subjective manner of all

conditions. The author simply walked around the perimeter of each kiln, and noted when

the vertical “edge” of the cylindrical or conical tiers appeared to bow outwards; this convex-

ity was then noted in a simple “yes/no” basis for each tier and quadrant. This deformation

was at times particularly subtle, likely subject to optical illusion, and perhaps biased by the

author’s expectations as a pattern appeared to emerge. However, bulging appeared to occur
almost exclusively on the northern and southern quadrants of Tiers 1, 2, and the very top of
3.

Figure 7.5. Apparent bulging on the north of kiln W1, Tier 1.
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7.6

Soiling

All black to greenish-black discoloration of brick was recorded as “soiling.” Because

of its widespread occurrence, soiling was recorded on a “yes/no” basis for each tier and

quadrant. This discoloration, although varied in intensity, was nearly universal, with the
exception of the brick faces enclosed within the museum and Tier 4 of the southern four
kilns—those which had been given “hats” in 2000.

Figure 7.6. Deeply discolored brick on the east of kiln E5, Tier 1.
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7.7

Efflorescence  

All other non-biological surface deposits were recorded as efflorescence. Because

the extent of this condition varied with time, it was recorded on a “yes/no” basis for each

quadrant and tier. On the exterior, these deposits were typically white, while on the faces
inside the museum they ranged from whites, to rust colors, to greenish—possibly due to
intermixing with other conditions. The deposits within the museum environment were

more thickly-encrusted, often protruding from the brick as much as ¼”, while those on ex-

terior faces were more flush with the brick surface. Deposits on the exterior appeared to be
relatively uniform, while the textures on the interior varied in their crystalline morphology.
By far the most extensive deposits were on the kiln faces within the museum interior and

on Tiers 1 and 2 of the southern quadrants of the southern two kilns; virtually none was ob-

served on Tiers 3 and 4 of any kiln. Efflorescence was visible on both brick that is presumed
to be original and brick that is presumed to be from the 2000 repairs. Multiple samples
were taken from each kiln for testing.

Figure 7.7. Dramatic efflorescence on the south of kiln E1, Tier 1, also typical of kiln W1.
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7.8

Spalling

Clusters of spalled brick were recorded on a “yes/no” basis for each quadrant and

tier. Spalling was initially identified by slight differences in color relative to neighboring

bricks, and confirmed upon closer examination where significantly more irregular surface
texture was noted. As further proof, spalled regions were typically accompanied by an ac-

cumulation of brick shards at the foot of the kiln. Spalling occurred most extensively on the
southern quadrants of the southernmost kilns. Remaining spalling appeared to be concen-

trated on the “exterior” exposures of the kilns; that is, the western quadrants of the western
kilns, and the eastern quadrants of the eastern kilns. Spalling appeared to be concentrated
in similar regions as efflorescence; although some of the year-2000 repair-bricks exhibited
efflorescence, none of the new bricks were spalled.

Figure 7.8. High concentration of spalled brick on the south of kiln E1, Tier 2.
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7.9

Rooted plants

Some form of rooted plant growth was visible in virtually every joint that was miss-

ing mortar. As observed in the winter, most of these plants protrude only a few inches from

the kiln. Based on the assumption that plants with larger visible structures likely had larger,
and thus more potentially damaging, root structures, only plants that were one foot or more
in length were documented spatially on drawings. All kilns except E1 and E2 exhibited

extensive plant growth of this size. Plants were most commonly found rooted at the top of
Tiers 1, 2, and 4, but were also found at the top of Tier 3 and elsewhere.

Figure 7.9. One of the largest plants on site, growing from the east of kiln E3, Tier 3.
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7.10 Mosses, lichens, etc.
Lower forms of bio-growth were similarly documented spatially; any form of green-

ish growth was recorded as one category. The vast majority of such growth was found on

the kiln faces within the museum enclosure. Smaller areas were observed within a few inches of ground level on the southern four kilns, and on areas that received consistent water
runoff from rain or snowmelt.

Figure 7.10. Moss-like bio-growth on kiln E4, Tier 1, typical of the other three kilns within the museum.
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7.11 Rusting beams
At the top of each tier of the kilns exist pockets for the kiln building’s steel floor

beams. When the building was demolished, the beams were cut and left protruding from

their pockets; when the museum was constructed, the beams were cut back to the point that
the cavities could be bricked in. Today, several of the beams are exposed due to loss of the

brick “patches.” All of the visible beams are corroded to varying degrees. Many of the brick
patches, presumably still covering beams, are displaced.

Figure 7.11. Heavily rusted metal remains of the supports for the unloading grate, interior of kiln W3.
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7.12 Wildlife
Wildlife was observed but not recorded. A groundhog has taken up residence at

the base of kiln E5, which is almost entirely filled with earth to the top of the Tier 1 arches.

Keast & Hood engineers photographed a bat in one of the steel beam pockets on an upper
tier. A flock of pigeons is a constant presence at the kilns; they seem to primarily inhabit

the cavities above kilns’ Tier 3 where the buttress-like “spokes” meet the inner shaft. References to pigeons on site date back to at least the 1970s (Murphy 1976, 116). There appears
to have been some netting installed on some of the southern kilns at the top of the Tier 3
openings to exclude the birds, though it is not entirely functioning as intended.

Figure 7.12. Pigeons on the wrong side of exclusionary netting, on the northwest of kiln W2, Tier 3.
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8.  Identification of Possible Causal Factors
The following lists of potential causal factors for each observed condition were

compiled and synthesized from Torraca (1992), Harris, and the same sources as the list of
conditions: Watt, Croci, Grimmer, and the Damage Atlas.

8.1

Loss (fallen brick)

The proximate causes of falling brick must be displacement combined with detach-

ment: detachment of brick from brick, detachment of mortar from mortar, or detachment of
brick from mortar. Detachment of brick from brick or mortar from mortar would normally
be called fracture, or cracking; detachment of brick from mortar may be called debonding.

Fracture of brick and debonding are both present throughout the kilns: bricks found on the
ground are sometimes cracked in half and are sometimes whole with surrounding mortar
intact where it separated from adjacent bricks; similarly, the path of a single crack on the

kilns may pass through the middle of one brick while following the edge of the mortar joint

on the brick below. The third type of detachment, cracking within mortar joints, is not commonly observed.

Figure 8.1. Four intact bricks and one fractured brick, complete with surrounding mortar, fallen to the ground on
the west of kiln W4 from the top of Tier 2.
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Figure 8.2. Crack path on the edge of the blowout on kiln W2.

Following the chain of events backwards to the potential causes of brick fracture or

debonding and, theoretically, to the ultimate cause or causes of fallen brick, quickly becomes
an overwhelming exercise. All of the following are potential causes of brick loss:
•

Failure in compression
o

Overloading




Inadequate design

Inadequately manufactured bricks

Change in brick properties over time by weathering
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•

Newly introduced loads

Failure in tension36
o
o

Same as above

Masonry volume change



o



o

o
o
o

Root jacking by plants

Incompatibility of mortar


o

Rust jacking by embedded steel

Internal salt crystal formation (subflorescence)


o

Due to moisture cycling

Volume change of adjacent materials


o

Due to thermal cycling

Mortar expansion due to hydrated salts

Strength or porosity characteristics that promote brick damage

Differential settlement

Frost heaving (of the soil)
Differential creep
Wind loads

Seismic loads

Detachment at the interface between mortar and brick may be caused by many of
36 Many of the factors and processes below involve both tension and compression components. One simplifying assumption that has been made is that the tensile strength of all bricks is significantly lower than their
compressive strength. Therefore, the failure mode of all such processes is assumed to be tensile; only purely
compressive modes are included in the compression category.
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the same factors outlined above, as a mechanism takes advantage of the existing discontinuity in material properties. In addition to the above possible causes, debonding may be
caused by:
•

•

Poor initial bond caused by incompatible brick absorptivity (BIA 1992, 2-3)
Erosion of mortar from joints (see Section 8.4)

Many of the preceding causes have their own potential causes, which may be shared:

for example, moisture-related (hygroscopic) expansion, rust jacking, root jacking, and

subflorescence all depend on the presence of some phase of water. Further complicating

matters, causes may work in concert, either in parallel (simultaneously) or in series—that
is, one deterioration mechanism enabling another, such as when root jacking opens up a
joint, allowing water in, which causes rust jacking by a steel member, etc.

8.2

Displaced brick (impending loss)

Viewed according to the framework above, displaced brick exists on a spectrum

leading up to loss. That is, displaced brick must be either detached yet insufficiently dis-

placed, or displaced yet insufficiently detached, to fall to the ground. The list of potential
causes, therefore, is identical for both displaced brick and fallen brick.

8.3

Cracking

Again, according to the framework put forth in the preceding sections, cracking can

be viewed as a type of detachment (that is, of masonry from itself), which is a precondition
to displacement and, ultimately, loss. Cracked areas, then, have the potential to become

areas of loss if the right forces conspire to displace the detached bricks sufficiently. The
potential causes of cracking are outlined in Section 8.1, Loss.

8.4

Missing mortar

Open mortar joints can be considered a type of detachment, or at least incipient

detachment, typically without displacement. Mortar joints are expected to deteriorate; it
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is well established that masonry typically requires repointing every few decades. However,

the individual characteristics of each mortar combine with its environment to determine its
actual rate of deterioration. There have been a minimum of three, and likely several more,

mortar campaigns at the Coplay kilns, each of which may have used different formulations:

during 1895 original construction, 1976 museum construction, and 2000 repairs. It is pos-

sible that several regions of the kilns have been repaired repeatedly while others have been
essentially untouched. Therefore, the principle causes of open joints are likely a combination of factors:
•

•
•

8.5

Durability of mortar formulation

Orientation and exposure of joint to wind and rain

Time since last repointing

Bulging

Bulging can be considered displacement with obscured detachment. That is, most

areas of bulging brick have intact exterior joints, but surface bulging requires some discon-

tinuity in the mass masonry behind. Because bulging requires a “push” outwards, the causal
mechanisms to be considered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.6

Root jacking
Rust jacking
Ice jacking

Rubble accumulation in interior cracks/voids
Broken header or inter-wythe tie bricks
Eccentric loading

Soiling

The cause of the extensive green-to-black soiling depends on the type of soiling. The
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discoloration is likely due to one of two factors:
•

•

8.7

Atmospheric soiling from pollution

Biological deposits (microflora) from rainwater runoff

Efflorescence  

The mechanism of salt deposition is straightforward: salts are dissolved in water,

which is taken up by porous brick. As the water evaporates from the brick, the salts crystal-

lize out of solution, within the brick and on its surface. The clearly observed correlation between the areas of the kilns exposed to sun and wind and the areas exhibiting efflorescence
illustrate this process. While the mechanism itself is uncontroversial, the original source of
the salts is open to question. The possible sources of salt include:
•
•
•
•

The soil or fill surrounding the kilns
The bricks or mortar

Clinker residue from the firing process
The excrement of wildlife

Figure 8.3. The kiln surfaces exposed to the most sunlight, all displaying efflorescence on lower tiers.
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•
8.8

The biocides used by the parks department on the kilns
Spalling

Spalling occurs when brick is subjected to internal pressure just below its outer

surface. Whatever the source of the pressure, when the local tensile strength of the brick is
exceeded, the region shatters. The two possible causes of internal pressure are:
•
•

Salt crystallization (subflorescence)
Ice crystallization (ice jacking)

Importantly, a truly compatible mortar should be “sacrificial” in that it preferentially takes

up the water necessary for both subflorescence and ice jacking, diverting any damage to the
less-brittle joint instead of the brick itself. However, there are spalled regions on the kilns

where the brick has deteriorated to the point that it has receded past the surrounding mor-

tar, indicating that the system was essentially working backwards.37 Therefore, an additional cause of spalling can be said to be:

Figure 8.4. Brick that has deteriorated more than surrounding mortar, on the southeast of kiln E1, Tier 2.
37

Thanks to Kevin Wohlgemuth for this observation.
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•

8.9

Incompatible mortar (in absorptivity)

Rooted plants

Higher plant growth is facilitated by a few necessary, familiar factors:
•

•

Water

Sunlight

Of course, first the process requires that a seed be deposited. This can happen in a variety of
ways:

•
•

Deposition by wind

Deposition by wildlife (e.g. pigeons)

8.10 Mosses, lichens, etc.

Without precise identification, it is not possible to describe the specific mechanisms

enabling the growth of these simpler plant forms. However, the basic necessary conditions
can be safely assumed given the circumstantial evidence:
•
•

Shade

Moisture

The organisms’ spores are probably omnipresent in the environment, but first took advantage of the Saylor Cement Museum’s damp interior to multiply sometime in the 1970s or

‘80s. Since then, the site has only grown more open to infiltration from airborne spores and
new species may have been introduced. For whatever reason, these growths are not apparent within the kiln interiors. Still, the causal factors enabling growth and reproduction ap-

pear to be those listed above. A document at the Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum notes that
“the visible and destructive moisture and mold present on the bases of the four restored

kilns appears to have disappeared with the removal of the surrounding earth mounds and
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of the museum structure [in 2000]”;38 that is, the southern four kilns likely exhibited simi-

lar growths to those seen today in the north until the demolition of the southern half of the
museum, when moisture was allowed to escape and the surfaces were able to dry.

8.11 Rusting beams

Corrosion of iron is caused by the creation of “cells”—not unlike those harnessed in

batteries—which transfer ions away from one region of metal to another. The area losing
ions, called the anode, is what corrodes; the area gaining ions, called the cathode, is what

receives the delaminated rust deposit. In order for the ions to flow from one region to another, they must be dissolved in solution. The primary causal factor, then, is
•

Moisture

and the reaction can be exacerbated by the presence of
•

•

Salts
Heat

8.12 Wildlife
The inhabitation of the kiln complex by wildlife must be facilitated by
•

•
•

Access to the site

Access to food and water
Shelter

Clearly, given the repetition of some of the preceding lists, there are many observed

conditions that may share a common cause. In fact, the potential causes of fracture and

debonding outlined in Section 8.1 encapsulate all but a small handful of the potential deteri-

oration-enabling factors. Fortunately, this considerable overlap could mean that addressing
38 The document is one page of an apparently larger report documenting the repairs performed in 2000; it
was found in the back of a photo sleeve in photo collection CCW SPM 17. The author has been unable to find the
full report.
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the most serious, structural conditions—those that lead to destabilized and fallen brick—
could also improve more cosmetic conditions, and vice-versa.

9.  Identification of Investigative Techniques

To refine the diagnosis of observed conditions, the author reviewed a number of

case studies of roughly analogous structures. Because there is virtually no conservation

literature specifically related to the conservation of kilns (with the exception of the work of

Sturm [2013]), geometrically similar buildings such as minarets, chimneys, and bell towers
were studied. In particular, the author reviewed papers by Binda (2005, 2009), El-Attar
(2005), Lourenco (2006), Ceroni (2009), Pallares (2011), and Pieraccini (2014).

Unfortunately, this literature proved of little direct utility for a number of reasons.

First, these papers were written by structural engineers, for structural engineers, and typi-

cally delve into computational computerized modeling that is well beyond the scope of this

thesis. Second, the primary concern of most of these papers is the dynamic responses of the

tall, slender structures under consideration during an earthquake—much more of a concern
in Italy and the Middle East than in eastern Pennsylvania.39 There was little to borrow, then,
in terms of normal performance and weathering behavior of the structures, or of investigative methodology.

The following is a sampling of the investigative techniques described in these papers

that were ultimately excluded for use at Coplay due to time constraints, impracticality, or the
author’s insufficient expertise:
•
•
•

Laser scanning for measuring as-found geometry with high accuracy
Sensors for measuring kiln vibrations, determining period
Pachometer metal detection for locating embedded steel

39 According to the USGS, has information on its website documenting the earthquake history of each state:
“On September 14, 1961, a moderate earthquake that was centered in the Lehigh Valley shook buildings over a
broad area and alarmed many residents. There was only one report of damage - loose bricks fell from a chimney at Allentown.” If the kilns were damaged by this earthquake, the difference is undetectable in the available
photographs.
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•
•

Flat-jack testing for determining strength of masonry in-situ

Impact-echo, ground-penetrating radar, and similar for characterization of
mass masonry, identification of voids, etc.

Setting aside cost considerations, some of these techniques would probably prove valuable
for the Coplay kilns if guided by professionals experienced in their use. However, for this

thesis it was left to the author to design a program of achievable, complementary investi-

gative procedures within his training that could yield useful information in perhaps a more
indirect manner than the above techniques.

To that end, the author chose to investigate the kilns through a set of different lens-

es, with the hope that the insights gathered from each approach could be synthesized into

a fuller picture of the site’s deterioration processes. Each lens essentially focused on a root
cause, or group of root causes, of damage; these “ultimate” causes underlie and encompass
virtually all of the individual proximate causes listed in Section 8. The avenues of inquiry
included:
•

The design and construction of the kilns: are there factors related to their geom-

•

etry or detailing that are contributing to their deterioration today?

•

materials or those added later that are responsible for the kilns’ decay?

The materials involved: are there inherent weaknesses in either the original
Changes in the kilns’ use and environment: to what extent have the changing

uses and local environmental conditions of the kilns exacerbated or slowed dete•

rioration processes?

Maintenance and repairs performed: have the methods used to maintain the
kilns been appropriate, inadequate, or nonexistent?

Of course, these factors all overlap one another, as for example when repairs intro-

duced new materials. However, framing the questions in this way facilitated more organized
investigation of causality than would have been possible by simply “going down the list” in
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Section 8. The following methods were used to explore these questions:
•

Creation of a visual timeline: using all available documentary sources,

including photographs from virtually every decade, to catalog changes in
construction, materials, condition, and environment over 120 years (this
•

timeline is reproduced in Appendix X)

•

tion gathered from the timeline to deduce material origins

•

role of kiln design and geometry in their deterioration

Materials characterization: examination of brick and mortar, using informaExpert consultation: discussion with a structural engineer to evaluate the
Environmental monitoring and modeling: two-pronged approach combining

onsite infrared thermography with temperature- and relative humidity-monitoring
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10. Design & Construction
There are a number of design features of the Aalborg kiln that appeared to warrant

evaluation, particularly given the locations of damage patterns.40 (Of course, it is worth

addressing from the outset that the kilns’ original design intent was that they be indoors;
however, the loss of the external building should not have directly affected the kilns in a

purely structural sense. The building was not supporting the kilns; the kilns were supporting the building, as the joist pockets throughout the kilns attest. Resulting changes to the
kilns’ environmental exposure are evaluated in Section 12.)

The first of the author’s concerns involved the uncertainty of below-grade condi-

tions. Because the cement plant was demolished in the 1951 and totally re-landscaped in
1976, most of the ground surrounding the kilns is likely fill—which can provide no infor-

mation about the characteristics of the soil that the kilns are bearing on. Further, there is

only one document providing a clue as to the kilns’ foundation or footing: the set of draw-

ings produced by the Coplay Cement Co. in 1975, which appear to be copies of the original
design documents. These drawings depict a roughly 2-foot thick, concrete spread footing
where the cylindrical masonry walls meet grade (and no footing in the center, below the

firing chamber—this footing would resemble a donut in plan). However, the same drawings
indicate that the entirety of Tier 1 was to be made of concrete, while in fact it was built of

brick. Whether the footing was built of concrete, brick, or was built at all remains an open
question.

In any case, when Keast & Hood engineers spent two days on site in 2015, they did

not observe the sorts of cracking indicative of differential settlement. Because of the age
of the kilns and the absence of newly-introduced loads, it could reasonably be expected

(though not guaranteed) that such issues would have appeared by now; even if the addition
of the museum and the pouring if its slab floor had disturbed conditions, the site has re-

40 Because these considerations tended to veer into the realm of structural engineering, the author consulted
with Brian Wentz, Keast & Hood engineer involved in the 2016 stabilization of kiln W1, for professional guidance. Several of the observations in this section are his.
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Figure 10.1. Detail of presumed original construction drawing showing Tier 1 and footing. (Author’s collection)

tained this configuration for forty years. Therefore, while below-grade conditions cannot be
conclusively be deemed irrelevant to the kilns’ deterioration, they are a less urgent consideration than the factors contributing to, for example, large-scale brick detachment.

The next feature that attracted the author’s attention is the point at which the kiln’s

upper conical section (Tiers 3 and 4) intersects the lower, cylindrical sections of Tiers 1 and
2. Viewed in elevation, the upper cone appears to push (thrust) outwards on the top of the
Tier 2 cylinder—particularly because the top of Tier 2 is a common location on each kiln

to see detached and displaced brick—much as a gable roof pushes outwards on the tops of

the walls that it rests on. However, at the kilns this effect is somewhat illusory: although in
profile the kiln appears to thrust outwards at the intersection of Tiers 2 and 3, the interior

construction is an important consideration. Because the diagonal elements of Tier 3 are in

fact radiating out from a central, vertical core that is contiguous with the Tier 2 cylinder, the
load from above is mostly following the “easiest” path to the ground—that is, straight down
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Figure 10.2. Tier 3 appearing to thrust outwards on the top of Tier 2.

Figure 10.3. Detail of section drawing showing the majority of the load above the interior masonry. “Buttresses”
are in fact connected to the core by radial walls (not shown). (Author’s collection)
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the center.41

Another remarkable feature of the kilns that appears to correlate with brick detach-

ment and loss is the Tier 2 arches, now bricked-in but formerly openings for admitting draft
and observing the firing process. At least 14 of these 36 arches exhibit detachment in the
form of cracking, either at the interface between the arch brick and the masonry behind,

or directly through these same bricks. Five of these arches are also significantly displaced,
visible as ½” or larger gap at these separation points, and this count does not include the

3 arches that have already experienced significant loss of brick. The author’s question was

whether these arches, which are not constructed in one plane but instead “wrap” around the
cylindrical kiln, in fact function as proper arches (“two weaknesses which, leaning against

each other, make a strength,” as described by da Vinci). In particular, is there a natural ten-

dency for these arches to fall forward, away from the kiln? In the judgment of Keast & Hood

engineer Brian Wentz, the lateral curvature of these arches is likely not significant enough to
counteract the arches’ natural stabilizing tendency to “lean against each other.”42

The author has since come to believe that the separation observed at these arches

is perhaps simply the most visible symptom of a more widespread problem of wythe separation; that is, the underside of the arch is the only place to clearly view detachment of the

otherwise ostensibly-intact kiln face from ground level. Furthermore, the brick voussoirs on
the interior of the arch are not keyed like headers into the masonry behind, but are attached

solely by mortar, offering little resistance to any impulse to separate. If the preceding theory
is correct, kilns with detachment at the interface of the arch with the masonry behind are

those more likely to experience extensive loss of exterior brick, as seen in kilns W2 and W4,
in the future.

There is one final aspect to the kilns’ design that is worth noting, particularly be-

cause it may relate to the Tier 2 wythe separation and ultimate loss of brick just discussed:
41 A similar effect can be imagined when considering a solid pediment of the same profile as a gable roof;
where the gable thrusts outwards, the pediment distributes its load downward.
42 It should be noted that this issue was discussed in a casual conversation and not subjected to rigorous
analysis.
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Figure 10.4. Tier 2 arch separation from masonry behind on northwest of kiln E2. Archways were always
bricked-in except for the patched area above the vent.

Figure 10.5. Small blowout above Tier 2 arch on northeast of kiln W2.
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the three metal tension straps apparently formerly installed at Tier 2 of each kiln (see

Section 3). The locations of these straps certainly correlate with the locations of damage on
Tier 2; the possibility of a causal relationship between the installation or removal of these
straps and the observed damage is discussed in Section 12.1.

In summary, there is little evidence that geometrical factors of the kilns’ design are

contributing to their deterioration today. Standing on an overturned five-gallon bucket to

install data-loggers in the kilns, the author was reminded of the inherent stability of cylin-

drical structures; even an object as slender as a piece of paper becomes significantly more
resistant to buckling as it is rolled into a tube.43 As noted in the introduction, brick smoke

stacks and shot towers of similar vintage to the kilns—and often of significantly greater

height—are abundant throughout America’s post-industrial landscape, and have proven

remarkably durable. With the exception of the preceding characteristics and a few minor

projecting elements, such as the charging doors, the structure of the Aalborg kilns at Coplay
are fundamentally the same. Barring additional aggravating factors, it seems that similar

performance could be expected. The design factor with the strongest ties to current dam-

age, the Tier 2 tension straps, is more appropriately discussed in the context of the kilns’ use
in Section 12.1.

43

For a more in-depth, highly readable discussion of the nuances of this issue, see Gordon (1978, 292).
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11. Materials Characterization
The Aalborg kilns, as built at Coplay, are almost entirely unreinforced brick

mass-masonry structures. (This is in contrast to the 1975 drawings from the Coplay Cement
Co., presumed to be copies of original design documents, which show Tier 1 of the kilns constructed of concrete.) With the exception of the vestigial floor beams, the firebrick core, and

its exterior metal tension straps, each kilns’ overall performance is largely dependent on the
properties of the common red bricks that comprise the majority of its volume. However, to
say that the Coplay kilns are built almost entirely of brick and mortar belies the complications resulting from the differing properties of the various bricks and mortars introduced

during past interventions. To the extent that these properties have influenced the deterio-

ration or lack thereof at various locations within the kiln complex, they must be discussed
within the context of potential causal factors.

11.1 Mortars

Based on the kilns’ history, there are at least three campaigns of exterior44 mortars,

all of which are visible upon close inspection of the kilns. The newest mortar (“Type A”)

is easily identifiable because it corresponds with the new brick installed during the 2000
restoration of the southern four kilns; neither of these materials appear on the northern

five kilns. In situ, it is uniformly applied, without exception completely filling the joints of

the new brick; its overall appearance is a light gray. Under magnification, moderately well

graded, angular, reflective quartz sand aggregate is apparent. Type A mortar was by far the

most resistant mortar to sampling by chiseling, as it adhered very strongly both to itself and
to adjacent brick.

The second clearly-identifiable mortar campaign (Type B) is that associated with

museum construction and repairs in 1976. The mortar used in the patches over the joist

pockets, for example, is visually dissimilar from that on the surrounding brick. In color, it
44 Interior mortars used in kiln construction were typically a mixture of water and fireclay which would
calcine upon the kiln’s first firing (Sturm, 11). However, this could not be confirmed at Coplay because of the
inaccessibility of the upper, firing tiers.
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is a slightly darker gray than the newest Type A mortar and significantly more so than the

Type C “original” mortar. Under magnification, it is clear that this darker color is largely at-

tributable to its darker aggregate. Type B is typically laid in the thickest joints, ½” or great-

er, of any mortar found on site. In many locations, it has debonded from surrounding brick;
chiseling was not necessary to remove samples of this mortar from adjacent masonry, and
entire joints were removable intact.

The third category is less clearly defined, and is essentially “other” mortar—for

example, the mortar for the brick adjacent to the patches over the joist pockets, where the
author retrieved samples of Type C. Type C is either original or from an earlier phase of

repairs than those in 1975; although it is quite possible that there are several mortars in this
“other” category, time constraints did not permit representative sampling of the entire kiln
complex. In situ, it is the lightest in color of the mortars and is the most unevenly applied

(or most deteriorated), rarely filling the entire joint and frequently cracked, particularly at

the intersection of vertical and horizontal joints. As with Type B, Type C mortars were often
not well bonded to the surrounding masonry and could be removed without chiseling. Under magnification, Type C samples exhibited the largest quartz particles, including several

of the pinkish variety found in much of the possibly original, extruded brickwork (see next

section). Though this evidence is far from conclusive, it lends some support to the idea that

the bricks and mortar were manufactured in the same place, and possibly to the claim in the
kilns’ National Register nomination that the bricks were locally made.

Although visual examination appeared to corroborate the locations of mortar cam-

paigns inferred from photographic and other documentary evidence, ultimately the author

determined that full mortar analysis would not provide clear additional benefits in the time
permitted. The premise that only three types of mortar exist assumes that no repairs were

made between the kilns’ construction in 1895 and the construction of the museum in 1976,

or that repairs were made using identical mortar formulations. In short, it would be difficult
to know whether sampling was representative enough for further testing of mortar com-

position and properties to be meaningful. This is not to say that mortar analysis is not an
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Figure 11.1. Type A brick and mortar, installed in the year 2000 on Tier 1 of kiln E1.

Figure 11.3. Type A mortar under 18x magnification.

Figure 11.2. Types B (right) and C (left) mortar and brick on the southeast of kiln E4.

Figure 11.4. Type C mortar under 18x magnification, with pinkish quartz artifact.
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Figure 11.5. Type B mortar under 18x magnification.

avenue worth pursuing in the future; see Section 15 for suggestions for future research.

Salt testing of mortars was performed on 5 samples: 1 of Type A, 2 of Type B, and 2

of Type C. See Section 11.3.

11.2 Bricks

Although the kilns’ National Register of Historic Places nomination states that

the kilns were “constructed of locally made red brick,” a number of “frog” stamps appear

throughout the kiln complex that complicate matters. A number of the bricks found on site

read “S & F,” which was the frog of a yard in New Jersey.45 Others read “WASHBURN,” which

was a company with several brick yards along the Hudson River in New York State, or “O.
Frost,” representing another Hudson River yard. The dates of these yards would, at first,
seem to contradict the claim that the kilns were built using local brick; for example, the

Washburn Brothers brick company was operating during the construction of Coplay Mill B,

but was closed long prior to the next recorded phase of work on the kilns in 1976 in preparation for the museum’s opening (Hutton 2003, 29).

Unfortunately, identifying brick phases is even more complicated than identifying

mortar campaigns. It is impossible to reuse old mortar. However, it is just as possible that
all of the above brands were used in the kilns’ construction as it is that they were used for
repairs as salvaged brick.46 These frog-stamped bricks have so far only been identified in

areas corresponding to 1975 repairs; however, it is unknown whether they were introduced

to the kilns at this time or perhaps salvaged from the kilns’ demolished upper stacks. At any
rate, the variety of brick indicates the complexity of material properties to be found on the

kilns—which not only limits the ability to extrapolate from sampling, but may in itself pro45 Thanks to the website www.brickcollecting.com for cataloging all of these brickyards and their frogs.
46 Whether original or for repairs, why brick was ever brought to the Coplay region from New York and New
Jersey instead of closer yards likely came down to price. However, it may not be coincidental that the region
from which the New York bricks originated was also home to an early cement industry; in fact, the Washburn
Brothers’ largest operation in Glasco (see Hutton for details) was just a few miles upriver from Rosendale (of
natural cement fame) and just downriver from “Cementon,” a name shared by a village in Pennsylvania just north
of Coplay. Perhaps research into business directories would reveal relationships among the shareholders of the
two regions’ industries.
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Figure 11.6. Washburn, S & F, and O. Frost frog stamps found throughout the site.
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mote deterioration as adjacent bricks respond differently to environmental conditions.

Although the evidence is circumstantial, it is highly likely that the kilns’ firebrick was

indeed manufactured locally—at David Saylor’s own firebrick plant in Allentown. According

to an 1881 business directory, the works of Ritter & Saylor were “the largest in the Valley,”
and “one of the most extensive establishments in this country” (Industrial Publishing Co.,

120). Whether this latter statement is accurate or simply reflects the hyperbole typical of

these sorts of local publications, the relative size of the works regionally and the direct connection in David Saylor imply that the simplest explanation of these bricks’ origin may be

the correct one. Further, the firebrick works were located directly along the Lehigh Valley

Railroad, which also ran right past Mill B to the north. Though Saylor himself was deceased
by the construction of Mill B in 1895, an 1891 Sanborn Fire Insurance Company map of

Allentown clearly shows the Ritter & Saylor firm near the intersection of Front and Chew

Streets in Allentown, and an 1897 Sanborn continues to show the same facility, though without the name Ritter & Saylor.

Figure 11.7. 1891 Sanborn insurance map of Ritter & Saylor Fire Brick Works. (Penn State Sanborn Archive)
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There is one notable characteristic of many of the kilns’ common bricks that may be

an indicator of originality: a large number have abnormally large inclusions, or “artifacts,”

often of a pinkish, quartz-like material similar to that found in some of the possibly-original

mortar samples (see previous section). Some of these inclusions are golf ball-sized or larger.
Although some of the branded bricks, particularly Washburns, have visible inclusions, none

observed to date are of comparable scale. Because of the prevalence of stamped bricks used
in 1975-era repairs and the widespread occurrence of unstamped bricks with large inclusions throughout the rest of the kilns, a tentative categorization emerges:
•

•

Type A: Bricks clearly installed during 2000 repairs. They are extruded, a
deep cherry red, and uniform in texture.

Type B: Bricks clearly installed during construction of museum (e.g. on museum features such as infilled kiln doors). These tend to be pinker in color

•

than those of Type A.

Types C, D, & E: Bricks stamped with “Washburn,” “S & F,” or “O. Frost”; pre-

sumably introduced as salvage in 1975 of unknown origin; possibly original.
These bricks appear to be machine molded, vary in color, and frequently

•

exhibit dark flashing marks from their firing.

Type D: Bricks with medium-to-large inclusions, no frog; presumed original.
They are molded, course and irregular in texture, and although varied in
color are typically a weathered grayish red.

Thirty bricks or fractional bricks, including 3 firebricks, were selected as samples

for evaluation. Sampling took place before the author had any insight into the phases of

brick outlined above. To minimize impact on the kilns themselves, all but four samples were
selected from piles of fallen brick at the kilns’ bases; in general, one intact sample and one

fractured sample were taken from each location. Some samples still had mortar attached,
and several samples included multiple bricks still bonded together. The largest sample

included 5½ bricks in three courses, which had broken off while remaining bonded togeth-
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Figure 11.8. Large artifacts in the brick on the south of kiln W1, typical of all kilns.

Figure 11.9. Large artifact visible in the fractured face of fallen brick on the east side of kiln E5.
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er. In some cases it was possible to determine the original location of the fallen brick, but

not typically. Because of this sampling method, no tests of moisture or salt content were to
be performed on the bricks, because the results would have been heavily distorted by the

samples’ unknown length of contact with the ground. Each sample was engraved with an ID
number using a Dremel.

The brick property deemed most directly relevant to the observed conditions and

possible causes was water absorptivity. Although the caveats outlined in Section 11.1

about representative sampling of mortars apply even more so to the wide variety of bricks

throughout the kilns, the relative time-cost of measuring the absorptivity of the samples using RILEM-tube testing was negligible. It was hoped that general trends might emerge that
could provide preliminary insights and indicate avenues for future research.

A RILEM tube works by mounting to a sample using clay as a temporary adhesive

and sealant. The graduated tube is then filled with a small amount of distilled water to the

fill line, marked “0” to represent the fact that no absorption has taken place. A timer is start-

ed; the sample will then take up the water from the tube at a rate proportional to its local

absorptivity. The timer is stopped when the water has dropped to the 5ml mark, indicating

Figure 11.10. RILEM tube used to measure the absorptivity of a brick sample.
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how much water has just been absorbed, and a rate of absorptivity can be calculated. All 32
samples were tested in this manner.

It is important to note that due to the testing conditions, the results obtained for the

Coplay samples should only be interpreted in relative terms. Rates of absorptivity will vary

based on existing moisture content, environmental conditions, and the local surface charac-

teristics of a sample. All of the samples had been removed from their exterior environment,
and over several months would have reached a new equilibrium moisture state with the in-

terior environment of the laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania; that is, all the bricks
were almost certainly drier when tested than they would have been on-site. Absolute rates
of absorptivity, then, should not be inferred from the following results.

Absorptivity Distribution of Brick Samples
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Figure 11.11. Absorptivity distribution of brick samples.

However, a general trend is apparent. A majority of samples absorbed the water at

a relatively high rate, while a minority of samples proved remarkably less absorptive. Of the
few clear identifying characteristics of the bricks, some provide clues to interpret the data.

For example, both bricks stamped “WASHBURN” were in the highly-absorptive majority, as
were the bricks with the largest visible inclusions. In contrast, both bricks stamped “S &
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F” were among the few low-absorption outliers, as was a sample that appears to be a thin
veneer brick presumably applied during the 2000 repairs.

Importantly, the above observations are too limited in number to definitively im-

plicate particular bricks as more susceptible to moisture uptake (and subsequent damage
mechanisms) than others. There is also the possibility of sampling error in that these

samples, largely retrieved from the ground, may be unrepresentatively absorptive compared
to “typical” bricks throughout the kilns. Further testing on site, including on other clear-

ly-branded samples, should be performed to determine whether these initial observations
continue to play out as true patterns.

In any case, these preliminary findings can be conservatively interpreted as a cau-

tionary note. Many, if not most, of the bricks found in the Coplay kilns exhibit little resistance to moisture absorption.47 ASTM C62 13-a outlines the standard specifications for

building brick exposed to “severe weathering,” defined as brick which may be saturated

when exposed to freezing temperatures. The standard defines permissible absorptivity in

a complicated manner, but the limit for such brick is essentially 16% by weight.48 Compar-

isons must be made with care between the RILEM tube results and immersion tests such
as those prescribed by ASTM; however, the rate of absorption of the majority of samples

would put them on track to reach a 16% weight increase well within 24 hours if it continued
unabated.49 Further, many of these same bricks feature large, isolated inclusions that cannot
contribute to the tensile strength of the masonry; stresses from ice jacking or other sources
would necessarily be concentrated in the clayey mass surrounding these artifacts, promoting cracking. Absent further testing to clarify which particular bricks exhibit these dual

vulnerabilities, it may be prudent to avoid using bricks salvaged on site for repairs, at the
very least on Tiers 1 and 2 where moisture-related damage is prevalent.

47 Some of the mortars used may well be less absorptive than the brick, which would further drive moisture
to the masonry. See Section 15 for suggestions for additional testing.
48 Maximum absorptivity for an individual brick after 5 hours in boiling water is limited to 20%, and the maximum after 24 hours in cold water is limited to 80% of the boiling water absorptivity. This results in the 16%
figure.
49 For a 2000 gram brick to gain 16% of its weight in 24 hours, it must absorb 320 grams of water at a rate of
at least 0.004 ml/s. Virtually all of the samples tested exceeded this rate by a factor of 2 or more.
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11.3 Salts
Thirty samples of salt deposits were retrieved from the kiln complex in March of

2016. Three samples each were taken from the museum-enclosed face of kilns W3, W4, E3,

and E4. The remaining 18 samples were taken from the kiln exteriors, with emphasis on the
kilns exhibiting the most efflorescence.

Although the samples varied markedly in color and crystal structure, they could be

roughly categorized in a binary manner, based on visual appearance, into “powdery” sam-

ples and “crystalline” samples. 5 samples from each visual category were randomly selected
for cation/anion identification of salt using test strips—one each for identifying nitrates,

chlorides, and sulfates—to see if there was any merit to the visual categorization and whether further testing was warranted. Ultimately, the results were so uniform that no further
samples were tested.

To ensure that the solutions were highly concentrated, at least 500mg of each sam-

ple was dissolved in 50ml of deionized water. Each solution was heated and stirred on a hot
plate for at least one minute prior to testing to encourage dissolution of the sample. The
results are listed in Table 11.1.

Sulfates
Nitrates
(mg/L
Chlorides (mg/L
1600
(mg/L
500
max)
3000 max) max)

Sample Location
"Crystals"
W2 (east)
E1 (west)
W4 (southeast)
W3 (east)
W3 (east)
"Powders"
W1 (south)
E1 (west)
W3 interior (south)
W3 interior (northwest)
E1 (south)

>800
>1600
>1200
>1600
>800

0
0
0
0
0

10
0
100
25
25

>1600
>1600
>1600
>1600
>1600

0
0
0
0
0

500
10
500
50
500

Table 11.1. Results of salt identification.
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Figure 11.12. Salt samples categorized as “crystalline.”

Figure 11.13. Salt samples categorized as “powdery.”
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Figure 11.14. Example of salt identification results.

There was little apparent difference between the results of the two morphologies;

the slightly lower concentrations typically observed in the larger, “crystalline” samples are
very possibly attributable to incomplete dissolution. Overall, all samples registered high

levels of sulfates and most exhibited at least trace amounts of nitrates; no sample showed

any trace of chlorides.50 The simplest explanations for the presence of each salt family are

as follows:
•
•

Sulfates likely originated from the byproducts of coal combustion.

Nitrates likely originate from decades of pigeon excrement or possibly from fertiliz-

50 To verify that the chloride ion test strips were functioning, a NaCl solution was made that quickly induced a
response in the strips.
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ers used at Saylor Park.

Five mortar samples were also tested for salt content: 1 of Type A, 2 of Type B, and 2

of Type C. To increase the likelihood of detecting the unknown salt content of each sample,

higher concentrations of mortar were crushed and dissolved: 1000mg/50ml. Most exhibit-

ed trace amounts of nitrates; one of the Type B samples tested positive for high levels of sul-

fates. Further testing of 1976-era mortars would be necessary to examine this issue further;
however, the lack of any clear correlation on site between the locations of efflorescence and
the locations of 1976 brick infill diminishes the promise of this avenue of inquiry.
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12. Changes in Use and Environment
Over the years, the interior and exterior environments of the kilns have been sub-

stantially affected by changes in the kilns’ use. These environmental changes have, in turn,

affected the performance of the structures and their materials. The different periods of use
for the kilns and the kiln building can be divided into five main phases:
1. 1895-1904: Active use (firing)

2. 1905-1950: Inactive use (unexposed; clinker cooling and storage)
3. 1951-1975: Abandonment and exposure to elements
4. 1976-1999: Museum period (uses vary among kilns)
5. 2000-present: Post-museum

12.1 History of Changes to Use and Environment
12.1.1 Active use (1895-1904)
Arguably the most distinct period of the kilns’ history was the brief period during

which they were actually used for their intended purpose. During this initial decade, the
kilns were subject to stresses wholly different from those experienced during the subse-

quent century-plus. The kilns were subjected to extreme temperatures; constant interaction
with cement “raw mix,” coal, and the byproducts of their combustion and chemical inter-

action; and mechanical wear from associated labor. Although, as illustrated in the timeline
in Section 4, this period represents but a small fraction of the kilns’ history, several of the
modes of deterioration visible today probably have their origins in these early activities.

The primary stress to most kilns while they are in use is that due to thermally-in-

duced expansion and contraction. For intermittent kilns, i.e. those that are constantly sub-

jected to extreme heating and cooling cycles, this problem is particularly acute and must be
accounted for in the kilns’ design. Harrop (1915) discusses these difficulties in brick kilns.

Stresses were likely even worse for intermittent cement kilns, which fire at a slightly higher
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Figure 12.1. Undated photo of the kilns during their brief period of use. (National Canal Museum)

temperature (2600-2700 °F for cement vs. roughly 2400 °F for brick) and thus would experience slightly more severe cycles. However, one of the main selling points of the Aalborg

kilns was that they were continuous; that is, they were designed to be fired constantly and

only cooled when necessary for repairs. According to Naske (1909, 121), Aalborgs required

repairs every 1.5-2 years. At this rate, the kilns at Coplay likely would have been stopped for
repairs—that is, fully thermally cycled—only five or six times during their years of opera-

tion. Even if the rate of repairs exceeded Naske’s estimate, the rate of thermal cycling would
have been significantly below that of any intermittent kiln.

In fact, in some ways the high temperatures involved were probably a great benefit

to the kilns. Regardless of the specific mechanisms, there is no doubt that excess moisture

is today the underlying cause of a number kinds of deterioration. The kilns’ original upper

stacks would have been regularly exposed to rain and snow from the day of their construction—but constantly drying themselves out thanks to the heat from firing and the exhaust
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gases.

Still, the stresses induced by the firing process—particularly as relate to the kilns’

bracing with tension straps—should not be discounted. Even if the kilns rarely cooled

down, there is plenty of potential for damage even in the initial firing, as Harrop demon-

strates with simple calculations (59-61). Attempting to constrain the inevitable expansion

of kiln walls during firing quickly leads to stresses so great that he advocates building in ex-

pansion joints instead of adding tension straps.51 The tension straps could have caused two

modes of failure on Tier 2 of the Coplay kilns: cracking due to compressive stress in bricks
constrained by the tension straps, and shear separation of unconstrained brick courses
(above and below the straps) from constrained brick courses (in line with the straps).

Whenever the kilns were ultimately cooled for the first time—whether in two days

or in two years—it is very unlikely that the kiln walls contracted to their original positions.

Any damage to the masonry incurred in the initial firing was then an opportunity for further
deterioration. In Harrop’s description:

Seldom does the wall recede as a unit, but certain places manifest themselves as stationary centers with sections of the wall on each side contracting and drawing towards these centers…As the joints open up in the cooling kiln, small pieces of hardened mortar and chips of brick fall into the openings. When the kiln is again heated
up, the spaces left by the contracting brickwork have been more or less filled up, not
as previously—by soft compressible, unburned clay mortar—but by hard, dense material. As the bricks expand, pressure is exerted on this filling material and if it does
not crush, the expansion is transmitted to adjacent bricks and there occurs…in the
case of the round kiln, a crowding out of the wall, resulting in the opening up of vertical cracks and an increased circumference (67-68).

The cascading process of rubble accumulation and wedging that Harrop describes is not dissimilar to that which can occur in any masonry wall, and still happening in the kilns today

(see Section 14). During this firing period, however, the temperatures and resultant stresses
involved were so extreme that resulting damage would have been exaggerated.

Harrop briefly addresses another relevant aspect of kiln construction: he notes

that “[t]he German practice in kiln wall construction is to use the Flemish bond, i.e., alter51 There is no indication of expansion joints in the Coplay Cement Company drawings reviewed by the author,
though their existence cannot be disproven.
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nate headers and stretchers in every course. In this country, bonding every fifth or even

every seventh course is customary” (65). The latter, of course, describes the construction

of the Aalborg kilns at Coplay. He continues: “The probable cause of the shearing off of the
headers in most instances is undoubtedly due to an insufficient number of header cours-

es” (67).52 More frequent headers would have increased the bond between each wythe of

bricks at Coplay, helping the masonry to expand and contract in unison. Instead, the kilns’
infrequent headers likely gave additional freedom to the various constrained and unconstrained courses to move differentially, further enabling the deterioration described by

Harrop. In a photograph of the original Aalborg kilns at Aalborg Portland following a fire in

1900, the brickwork is barely discernible; however, there are regions in which headers seem
to appear more frequently than they do at Coplay. Perhaps the original Aalborg kilns were

Figure 12.2. Detail of the original Danish Aalborg kilns in which a bond pattern may be discernible. (Image courtesy Bent Ole Borup)
52 It should be noted that Harrop is here describing interior kiln lining; the principle, however, should apply to
the broken exterior headers at Coplay.
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built using Flemish, English or similar bond patterns.

Ultimately, the Aalborg kiln’s continuity may have been great for producing port-

land cement, but it could not fully spare them the stresses experienced by their intermittent
cousins. When damage did occur during the kilns’ period of use, we have every reason to

believe that the necessary repairs would have been made, and made quickly—at least if the

damage affected the stability or utility of the kilns. Because the kilns represented income to
the Coplay Cement Company, it seems likely that the firm would have taken all reasonable

steps to maintain them when needed, whatever the cause. However, much of the damage to
the kilns may not have been visible, but instead hidden within the mass masonry of Tier 2.

Although the extent of the damage is unquantifiable, it is implausible that the kilns

ended their tenure as roaring portland cement furnaces without carrying forward, into all

future phases of their lives, a number of wounds from this period. During the next phase of

their history, while the kilns were protected by their building from the aggravating effects of

the environment, their condition probably remained more or less stable. Eventually, though,
these latent weaknesses very likely formed the basis for much of the deterioration visible
today.
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Figure 12.3. Deterioration model: steep descent during firing period.
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12.1.2 Inactive use (1905-1950)
For almost a half-century after the kilns were last fired, they existed in a sort of lim-

bo that is largely impenetrable to us today. The author has found few photographs of Mill

B during this period, when the kiln building was used for cooling the clinker from the mill’s
rotary kilns and later for storage (see Section 4), and none of these photographs document
the interior.53 It is unknown whether clinker cooling and storage in any way involved the

kilns themselves, or simply their surrounding building. In many ways, it is easier to make
assumptions about the first decade of the kilns’ lives than about this more recent, longer
phase.

With respect to moisture, it seems likely that the kilns would have begun to experi-

ence issues soon after the cessation of firing and its beneficial drying effect. It is unknown
how the Coplay Cement Company would have dealt with any rain and snow that made its

way into the open kiln stacks, or whether the stacks were sealed in some way. All masonry
requires periodic repointing, and it is also unknown whether the exposed upper elements
received the maintenance they required to slow the rate of deterioration. Of course, their

treatment is essentially irrelevant today: ultimately none of these most vulnerable features
survived the mill’s demolition in 1950-1951.

By contrast, it seems plausible that the interior four tiers of the kilns—that is, the

sections that remain today—would have fared relatively well during this period. Aside from

the potential issue of bulk moisture intrusion through open stacks, the surrounding building
likely shielded the kilns from the worst effects of moisture exposure and other environ-

mental decay mechanisms. Further, this was the last period in the kilns’ lives during which

repairs could easily be made to Tiers 1 through 4, as each was accessible by foot on its own
floor of the building (of course, we have no way of knowing whether this ever occurred).

Still, if conditions are viewed as a line inevitably curving towards failure, this period 190553 Actually, the one known photograph of the kiln building’s interior could have been taken during this period,
though the presence of a cart of the right size for unloading a kiln seems to imply that the picture was taken
when the building was in use.
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1950 can still probably be modeled as a relatively gentle slope.
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Figure 12.4. Deterioration model: relatively slow decay while sheltered.

12.1.3 Abandonment (1951-1975)
Although the author has little more record of this phase of the kilns’ history than

he does of the previous, what documentation does exist tells a simple (and all-too-familiar)

story: the kilns appear to have been ignored. Photographs from this time period depict the
kilns, visibly cracked and riddled with holes where the steel I-beams for the kiln building’s
floors had been left protruding, standing alongside the still-active Ironton Railroad tracks.

No attempt appears to have been made to seal any of the kilns’ original openings, including

their tops—although as noted by John Milner Associates in their 1989 report, the draft-promoting design of the kilns likely somewhat mitigated the impact of bulk water entry (3).
This quarter-century from 1951-1975 may represent the deepest descent of the

kilns’ deterioration curve—if not the steepest slope—possibly matched only by the present

period. Despite the modifications made during the museum era, the pre- and post-museum
phases of abandonment are probably the two most similar eras of the kilns’ history.
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Figure 12.5. The kilns in 1956, just five years after demolition of the plant. (Whitehall Historical Preservation
Society)

Figure 12.6. The kilns in 1973, three years before the museum was built.
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Figure 12.7. Deterioration model: steady decline while fully exposed and unmaintained.

12.1.4 Museum period (1976-2000)
The museum phase of the kilns’ history introduced a level of complexity in that the

kilns’ stories diverge as each was adapted to a different use for the first time—with the

possible exception of whatever changes may have previously been made to kilns W4 and E5
(see discussion of concrete features in Section 4). These differences in adaptive reuse com-

bine with existing differences in location and orientation within the kiln complex to produce
a unique set of potential deterioration factors for each kiln. What follows is an examination
of each kiln’s adaptation during the museum period, proceeding from south to north, or
from the entrance of the museum to the exit:54
Kilns W1 and E1:
•

Kiln W1 was retrofitted as the mechanical room for the museum. This kiln

held the electrical breaker box and the museum’s air handling unit (the cen54 Many of the following details come from the museum’s construction drawings. The following section generally assumes that the museum was constructed as per these drawings. Specific cases are noted where existing
conditions indicate otherwise; see next footnote.
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tral hall of the museum was equipped with ductwork run below its concrete
floor, further unifying its environment). The low ceiling of W1 is different
from the others and appears to be covered in rubble. Because of the heat

from the mechanical systems, this kiln likely had the warmest interior envi•

ronment during the museum’s operation.

Kiln E1 appears to have been sealed with brick, isolating it from the museum
environment, but otherwise unmodified aside from repairs.

Kilns W2 and E2:
•

Kiln W2 was fitted with a transparent ceiling unlike the concrete slab ceil-

ings of the other adapted kilns. This ceiling was intended to enable museum-goers to view the firebrick interior of the structure, and the kiln was

equipped with floodlights to illuminate it. This kiln was directly connected

to the museum, apparently without a door, and was further connected to the
environment of the museum through ductwork under the floor slab. Only
•

W2 and the restroom kilns, W4 and E4, received ductwork.

Kiln E2 appears to have been sealed with brick, isolating it from the museum
environment, but otherwise unmodified aside from repairs.55

Kilns W3 and E3:
•

Kiln W3 was used for storage; because it was presumably used by the

grounds crew, it is the only kiln that was sealed to the interior of the muse-

um while accessible from the exterior. It was therefore relatively isolated
from the museum environment but, due to small vents and the periodic

opening of its door, may have been the kiln interior most connected to the
exterior environment.

55 On the 1975 renovation drawings, the uses for kilns W2 and E2 are reversed. Presumably, conditions in the
field made W2 easier to restore and retrofit for illumination and access than E2.
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Figure 12.8. Details of 1975 museum construction drawings showing kiln uses and climate control system.
(Author’s collection)

•

Kiln E3 was adapted for displaying a film. A screen was erected in plane with
the inner arch of the Tier 1 kiln opening while the “room” behind housed

the projector. It is unknown how well the screen assembly isolated the kiln
behind from the museum environment, or how much heat the projection
equipment would have generated.

Kilns W4 and E4:
•

Kiln W4 was retrofitted as a men’s restroom, with a janitor’s closet behind
(along the western face of the kiln). Pipes were run to and from the re-

stroom below the concrete floor, and the restroom was vented to the western
face of the kiln. Depending on how often the doors were opened, how often
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Figure 12.9. Interior of kiln W1 retrofitted as the mechanical room for the museum.

Figure 12.10. Interior of kiln W2 equipped with floodlights for public viewing.

Figure 12.11. Kiln W3 fitted with a door to the exterior and used as storage for grounds crew.

Figure 12.12. Interior of kiln W3.
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Figure 12.13. Kiln E3 adapted for use as a screen for a video projected from the kiln interior.

Figure 12.14. Kiln E4 retrofitted for use as a restroom, like kiln W4 opposite.
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Figure 12.15. Kiln E5 sealed, partially repointed, and otherwise untouched during museum construction.

the facilities were used, and the efficacy of the ventilation system, this kiln’s
interior environment was likely a more humid version of the museum’s
•

overall.

Kiln E4 was retrofitted as a women’s restroom, mirroring the men’s room

in W4 but with a storage closet behind. Again, varying with the factors just

described, this kiln’s interior environment was likely a more humid version
of the museum’s overall.

Kiln W5:
•

Kiln E5 was not included in the construction plans for the museum and,

aside from any repairs to make it structurally sound as per the construction
documents, appears to have been left as it was when the plant was demol-

ished. Its interior environment can be said to be entirely independent of the
museum’s.

Several major changes affected all or most of the kilns in kind. All nine of the kilns

were fitted with a “lid” at this time, made of sheet roofing and covered in gravel. A cement

parge (by appearance, identical to the mortar used in the new brickwork) was used to seal

the ledges at the tops of Tiers 1 and 2. Gaps in the brickwork, for example where the vesti-

gial steel floor beams were exposed, were filled in; today it appears as though large sections
of the tops of Tiers 1 and 2, and the charging doors of Tier 4, were rebuilt. And with the

exception of kiln E5 at the extreme northeast of the complex, all of the kilns experienced

the major change of being connected at their bases by the new museum. With variations

described above, some aspect of each of the southern eight kilns, if only the exterior of its

bricked-in base, was now essentially part of one internal environment along with the greenhouse-like museum. This certainly would have changed the hygrothermal performance of
the kilns to varying degrees, particularly affecting the direction and rate of moisture flow.
With the exception of kiln E2 and its transparent viewing ceiling, the other acces-

sible museum-kilns (W1, W3, E3, W4, & E4) were fitted with a concrete ceiling of variable
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Figure 12.16. Cementitious parge on kiln E5, typical of that installed on Tier 1 and 2 ledges of all kilns in 1976.

Figure 12.18. 1976 gravel roofs installed over sheet metal with copper rim.

Figure 12.17. Areas of masonry rebuilt in 1976 are clearly visible under the right environmental conditions.

Figure 12.19. View of kiln W3 interior through ceiling access panel.
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height but roughly at the top of Tier 1. This would have had the effect of isolating the

environment of the upper three tiers of the kilns from the Tier 1-and-museum environment.

However, each slab has a roughly 3’ x 3’ access panel cut in, all of which are open at the present time; as long as these panels have been open, the interior environment of each of these
kilns would have been more or less unified with that of the museum.

Overall, the kilns appear to have been rehabilitated substantially in accordance with

the 1975 construction documents. Ignoring for a moment the realization in later years that
the museum’s design was inherently flawed (primarily by allowing moisture to enter and
never to evaporate; see John Milner Associates 1989), and setting aside the tremendous
changes to the kilns during this phase: the construction of this museum represents the

last time in the kilns’ history when virtually the entire complex was attended to. Viewed in

terms of our deterioration model, 1976 represents a moment at which the curve was largely
reset; that is, enough energy and order was restored to the system to buy the kilns significantly more time than they would have had otherwise.
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Figure 12.20. Deterioration model: museum repairs slightly reset curve.

Ultimately, however, the repairs in 1976 almost certainly did not go far enough. For
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example, repointing may have occurred only where joints were open; the drawings only

state that “all areas where brick is loose or missing shall be repaired for structural sound-

ness and original appearance.” An article describing the museum’s construction states that
the brickwork was “cleaned and tuckpointed”—the latter term presumably used here to
mean “repointed” (Murphy, 114). A 1979 Historic American Engineering Record photo-

graph clearly shows open joints near the tops of kilns W4, E4, and E5. The 1976 roofs would
have allowed water to collect at the tops of the kilns for the first time, and would necessarily
have introduced new runoff patterns. It is unlikely that the repointing mortar would have

deteriorated so quickly—it is still present throughout the kilns today, even in areas exposed
to runoff. Rather, these areas are evidence that much of the “original” (i.e. pre-museum)

mortar was left as it was found; this apparently-sound mortar could not withstand exposure
to newly-concentrated rainwater. This evidence, combined with variations in the appear-

ance of mortar both in the HAER photograph and on site today, imply that large regions of

original mortar of indeterminate age were left intact. The scale of the project alone makes
this unsurprising. By 1989, Keast & Hood reported many new open joints, presumably in
areas untouched in 1976.

In the same report, JMA describes bulging on Tier 2 of virtually every kiln. It seems

unlikely that this condition had originated with the 1976 alterations; rather, it was probably
a manifestation of issues unaddressed since the kilns’ period of use (see Section 12.1.1).

Some amount of Tier 2 bulging may be subtly visible in the 1979 HABS photograph and even
in the 1956 post-demolition photographs.

12.1.5 Post-museum (2000-present)

For a number of reasons, it is complicated to name and date the present period

beginning with the closure of the museum. The first complication is that deferred mainte-

nance truly began at some point in the 1990s, when the museum’s failings had become clear
but the necessary steps weren’t taken to mitigate those failings. The second complication is
the irony that the present period of closure actually began with the expensive stabilization

of the southern four kilns in 2000. However, it makes sense to choose that event as the be-
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Figure 12.21. Detail of 1979 HABS photo showing open joints probably from roof runoff.

Figure 12.22. Detail of 1979 HABS photo which may show subtle bulging on kiln E4, Tier 2.
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ginning of the current phase because it was from those interventions (and lack of interventions) that we have inherited the site as we know it today.

As if the stories of the nine kilns hadn’t already diverged enough during the con-

struction and life of the museum, the changes in 2000 added another layer of complexity.

On the surface, the work in 2000 restored some uniformity to four kilns that had three dif-

ferent roles during the museum phase: mechanical room (W1), public touring (W2), and no

use at all beyond aesthetically completing the set (E1 and E2). Of course, the interiors of the
kilns still differ significantly as a result of their treatments during the museum’s operation.
The repairs and alterations made in 2000 appear to have been performed accord-

ing to the recommendations generated in 1997 by John Milner Associates. However, the

recommendations were made for all nine kilns and it is neither clear that all of the interventions had their origins in those plans or that all of the plans were executed faithfully in the
interventions. As previously mentioned, by 1997 the goal had shifted from salvaging the

museum to stabilizing the kilns themselves. The central hall of the museum—that is, the

concrete walls with the barrel-vaulted skylight that ran along the bases of the kilns—was

demolished around the southern four kilns, and a plywood “wall” and door were installed
on the cut southern end of the remaining northern half of the museum.

In order to demolish the museum, it would have been necessary to remove the

battered earth around Tier 1 of the kilns and museum. In its place, loose gravel fill was

installed at-grade with the concrete slab that had been the museum’s floor, so that the “ex-

terior” half of each kiln is now surrounded by gravel. In addition, what appear to be drains

were installed at intervals throughout the gravel; it is unknown to where these drains would
flow.

Along with the site improvements and the removal of the museum, the following

changes were made to the southern four kilns:
•

On all four kilns, large sections of brick were replaced on Tiers 1 and 2, and

possibly on higher tiers. Many of these areas correspond to locations of em-
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•

bedded steel and had been rebuilt during the 1976 construction.

Wooden vents, roughly 2’x3’, were installed in both of the bricked-in Tier 1

openings of each kiln with the exception of W1, which retained its mechanical room door and existing, smaller vent. Kiln W2 would have needed to
have its door removed and its entrance bricked in before its eastern vent
could be installed. The remaining vents were possibly installed into the
•

brick used to seal the openings in 1976.

Metal vents, roughly 18”x24”, were installed in all of the bricked-in Tier 2
openings of each kiln. Curiously, the author has been unable to see these

•

vents, or sunlight admitted by them, from the interior of W2.

•

and replaced with red metal flashing.

The cement parge on the ledges at the tops of Tiers 1 and 2 was removed
The gravel roofing system of each kiln was replaced by a peaked, vented,

octagonal sheet-metal “hat” that extends laterally roughly three feet beyond
the top edge of the kiln.

The southern four kilns, two of which (W1 and W2) were once connected via door-

ways to the museum environment, became essentially isolated—or rather, connected only to
the exterior environment. The addition of the vents would have only enhanced this connection to exterior conditions. The purpose of adding vents was to enhance drying of the kiln
interiors by allowing trapped moisture to escape, which can alternately be thought of as
allowing the interior environment to seek equilibrium with the external environment.

The reason for the installation of the vented roof is clear, but the motivation behind

its peaked design is not. Perhaps there were observed failures of the existing gravel roofs

that were allowing water to pool and enter the kiln interiors. However, if the sloped design
were intended to prevent water’s running down the exterior of the kilns, it only does so for
the upper ten feet or so of the kilns that are protected by its eaves.
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Figure 12.23. Aerial photo of kilns capturing the changes in 2000: demolition of the southern half
of the museum, and installation of vents, metal flashings, and octagonal “hats.”

Figure 12.25. Wooden vents installed in Tier 1 unloading doors, fully bricked in since 1976.

Figure 12.27. Peaked, octagonal, vented “hats” installed on each
of the southern four kilns.

Figure 12.24. Metal vents installed in Tier 2 arched openings, fully bricked in since 1976.

Figure 12.26. Metal flashings installed on Tiers 1 and 2 of the southern four kilns.
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The alterations made to the southern half of the kiln complex may have had at least

one effect on the remaining kilns. It is impossible to say for certain without knowing the

condition of the museum vault prior to 2000, but certainly after the demolition it is safe to
say that the museum environment was no longer well insulated from the exterior, and the

rate of air exchange can only have increased in the years since. By the time of the author’s
first visit in May 2015, there were multiple large holes in the remaining barrel vault, and

evidence of past repairs implies that this had been a longstanding issue. Further, the loss of
brick on the northeast quadrant of kiln W4 had proceeded to the point that an opening of

several square feet penetrated through to the interior. A smaller opening is visible near the
top of E4 through which light appears on the interior. In addition to these large breaches

of the envelope, there is likely continual air exchange through the remaining ductwork and
around the plywood wall assembly installed across the cut face of the museum.

Figure 12.28. Large holes in the acrylic barrel vault and evidence of past repairs.
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Considered with respect to our deterioration model, the differential treatment of the

southern four kilns represents a splitting of the curve. The kilns that received work in 2000
would have had their curves reset much as in 1976, though the current state of the repaired
kilns indicates that the benefits could not have been as significant; that is, the local maxi-

mum in 2000 was not as high as in 1976. The northern five kilns, meanwhile, have simply

continued their downward trajectory from their latest rejuvenation—forty years ago as of
this writing.
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Figure 12.29. Deterioration model: split after 2000.
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2015

12.2 Evaluation of Current Local Environments
12.2.1 Environmental (Hygrothermal) Monitoring
For two reasons, there was clear value in gaining more detailed information about

the current micro-environments of the kiln complex. The first was simply to see whether

the picture was really as complicated as the preceding section implies; put another way, are
there nine different kiln climates in 2016, or do many of them experience the same effects

in tandem? The second was to gain a sense of the efficacy of the ventilation system installed
in 2000. To the author’s knowledge, no follow-up monitoring was ever performed to de-

termine whether the investment was paying off. Complementary methods were used to

understand the range of hygrothermal conditions experienced by the kilns: infrared thermography, and temperature- and relative humidity-monitoring.

12.2.1.1 Temperature and humidity monitoring

It was determined during preliminary research that data loggers measuring tem-

perature and relative humidity should be installed in strategic locations at the earliest

possible date. Unfortunately, data loggers did not become available until relatively late in

the author’s thesis work. Two56 were installed on March 3rd, 2016 in locations chosen based
on the two goals outlined above: the interiors of kilns W2 and E3. This pair represents a

number of binary conditions: kiln W2 is on the west side of the complex, ventilated, and isolated; kiln E3 is on the east side of the complex, unventilated (at least in that no vents have
been added), and connected to the remains of the museum.57 Each sensor was hung using

the existing ceiling structure at approximately ten feet above the ground.

One month later, five more data loggers became available and were installed on April

3rd.58 Two were installed on the exterior for the purpose of comparing external air tem-

perature to internal kiln temperatures. Locations were selected on the basis of being out of
56 Data loggers were HOBO model H21-002 microstations. Sensors were HOBO model S-THA-M017.
57 While it would have been a better experimental design to test fewer variables simultaneously, at the time of
installation it was unclear whether more data loggers would become available.
58 Data loggers and sensors were HOBO model U23-002.
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Figure 12.30. Temperature and humidity sensor installed in kiln W2 at the top of Tier 1.

Figure 12.29. Diagram of data logger locations. (Adapted from Spillman Farmer Architects)
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Figure 12.31. Temperature and humidity sensor mounted at the end of the museum.

direct sunlight and also being discrete enough that the devices would not be disturbed by
curious trespassers: one was installed on the north side of the museum at the base of its

barrel vault; another was installed on the northeast face of kiln W3 at the top of its Tier 1.

The remaining three data loggers were installed in the interiors of kilns E2, W3, and W4 in
the same manner as those installed on March 3rd.59

All data loggers were retrieved on April 24th in order to give the author time to pro-

cess the data—21 days’ worth for the newer loggers and 52 days’ worth for the original two.
The results begin to answer the two questions posed above. Although all nine kilns have

subtly different interior environments based on all of the factors described in Section 12.1,
the data collected indicate a few patterns.

Of the kilns investigated, W3 is the most isolated from the external environment. Its

temperature remained remarkably constant throughout the monitoring period, essentially
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Figure 12.32. Air temperature of kiln W3, interior vs. exterior.

59 Internal conditions measured at the top of Tier 1 cannot perfectly reflect the conditions throughout the
kiln. Less dense air—that is, air that is warmer and drier—will have a tendency to rise to the top of the kiln.
Thermal images demonstrate that the kilns’ roof assemblies are significantly heated by the sun each day, and the
upper tiers in general receive more sunlight than the remainder of the kilns. Imperfections in the kiln envelopes
will combine with these factors to influence the internal dynamics of the kilns in complicated ways. That said,
measuring all of the kilns in the same location was sufficient to enable reasonable, broad comparisons among the
set.
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tracking with the average exterior temperature and not responding to daily highs and lows.
Despite the areas of brick loss, the otherwise almost-fully-sealed mass masonry of W3 continues to function in a sense as it was intended by providing thermal inertia—today manifested as insulating the interior from exterior fluctuations.

Kilns W4 and E3 behaved similarly, but show more response to transient tempera-

ture changes, likely due to their connections to the museum and external environment.

Given the large opening and other extensive loss in W4, it is surprising how little the kilns’

temperature changes in relation to that of the exterior. This is again probably a testament to
the high thermal inertia of the mass masonry.
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Figure 12.33. Air temperature inside kilns W4 & E3 in relation to that of the exterior.

Kilns E2 and W2 were increasingly responsive, in that order, to exterior temperature

fluctuations. This behavior is likely explained by the added ventilation, which would in-

crease air exchange to the outdoors. W2 tracks almost perfectly with the exterior temperature overnight, only failing to “keep up” during the afternoon on a warm day.

In general, all kilns were more responsive to fluctuations in relative humidity (RH)

than to temperature; even W3, with its almost flat temperature, on several occasions dou-
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Figure 12.34. Air temperature inside kilns W2 & E2 in relation to that of the exterior.

bled or halved its RH in 24 hours, resulting in a change in dewpoint on the order of 20 °F. At
a constant temperature, changes in RH can only be caused by the introduction or removal of
moisture from the system; in this case, the surrounding masonry is the most likely source
or “sink.” Regardless of the specific mechanisms at work, some very broad trends can be

Int W3 Temp, °F

Int W3 RH, %

Figure 12.35. Air temperature and relative humidity inside kiln W3.
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observed among the kilns: the kilns were increasingly responsive to changes in RH in es-

sentially the same order as with temperature: kiln W3 is least responsive, followed by kilns
W4, E3, and E2, with W2 tracking the closest with external conditions. In addition to the

amount of fluctuation in RH, visible as the size of the “swings” in the graphs, the kilns vary in
their average RH. During the monitoring period, W3 averaged roughly 80%, W4 & E3 70%,

and the ventilated kilns W2 and E2 60%, which matches the exterior average. Because these
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Figures 12.36 & 12.37. Dewpoint of kilns W4, E3, W2, and E2 relative to that of the exterior.
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renovated kilns maintained an equivalent RH despite having similar or lower average tem-

peratures (which would raise RH), they can be said to no longer be trapping large amounts
of moisture.

The explanation for this cannot be directly attributed to the added vents. For ex-

ample, the moisture from the battered earth still surrounding the northern five kilns could

well be responsible, at least in part, for the increased RH observed in these kilns. Similarly,

although today’s perforations in the museum (and kiln) envelopes have probably had a beneficial effect on the spaces’ ability to dry out, the biogrowth throughout the museum testi-

fies to the fact that it retains a significant amount of the moisture that enters, whatever the

source. Therefore, it is not possible to say which of the year 2000 interventions is primarily

responsible for the lowered humidity of W2 and E2: the increased ventilation or the removal of the museum and battered soil features.

Another factor must be considered as a potential contributor to the observed south-

north trends: solar radiation. To spend a day at Saylor Park is enough to observe a com-

plex relationship between the sun, the kilns, and their shadows. The kilns to the southeast

clearly receive the most direct sunlight throughout the day, while the kilns to the northwest
receive very little; beyond that, each kiln’s relationship to the sun and the other kilns’ shadows is unique.

Because increased temperature causes a decrease in relative humidity (provided

that no moisture leaves the system), additional heat from solar radiation could contribute
to the general south-to-north trends observed in the data (kilns W2 and E2 averaged 5 °F
warmer than the northern kilns). This solar exposure variable appears to track with the

observed data, but is complicated by the similarly south-to-north differences in renovations
(ventilation and moisture sources) described above. Regrettably, it was not possible to

monitor the two southernmost kilns, which receive by far the most solar radiation in a given
day. Doing so would provide better insight into these relationships.

All of this is to say that there is indeed a measurable difference in the behavior of the
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Figure 12.38. Earth fill around the northern four kilns remains a potential moisture source.

rehabilitated kilns, but it is difficult to say precisely what is causing it. The sad fact remains
that even lowering the humidity of these kilns to the level of the surrounding environment

is not enough to prevent the embedded steel members from rusting, the condition with the
clearest connection to interior moisture levels. Otherwise, there is no currently conclusive

link or even apparent pattern between interior humidity levels on the kiln interiors and any
particular deterioration mechanism on the exterior—if there is a pattern, it is obscured by
the fact that the more isolated and humid kiln environments have also received suffered
forty years of deferred maintenance.60

12.2.1.2 Infrared thermography

Because the sensors used for monitoring measured the temperature and humidity of

the air, they told only part of the story. Using infrared thermography (IRT), it was possible

60 More sophisticated hygrothermal analysis could convert data from a longer monitoring period into models
of moisture flows within the masonry walls at various points in the kiln. Such analysis may have more predictive
power than the interior climate data alone (see Section 15 for suggestions for further research).
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to know the surface temperatures of the materials themselves. IRT cameras capture ther-

mal radiation in a manner roughly analogous to the way that digital cameras capture visible
light (Woerner et al. 2006, 5-9). If the emissivity of an object can be estimated—that is, the
relative ability of the object to emit thermal radiation—it is possible to get a reasonably

accurate measurement of the object’s surface temperature. Originally, the author’s goal was
to correlate the air temperature and humidity data from the loggers with periodic surface
temperature measurements using IRT for a more complete picture of the kilns’ thermal

behavior; these data could have enabled, for example, hygrothermal modeling of a kiln wall

and estimation of thermal expansion of kiln elements. Ultimately, however, IRT proved use-

ful in other, unexpected ways.

Preliminary IRT was performed on a trial basis by the author on a relatively low-res-

olution device61 for a number of months beginning in October of 2015, with the intention of

returning with a higher-resolution device at a later date. The purpose of these initial inves-

tigations was to identify potential areas for of interest for further investigation.

Even with the low-resolution thermal camera, it quickly became clear that thermal

imaging would have benefits beyond estimating thermal extremes. The first was in helping
to visualize the kiln interiors; although most are pitch black to the eye, their features are

distinguishable using IRT because of subtle variations in surface temperature. The second

benefit ultimately required a good bit of interpretation to realize its initial promise: any given several-square-foot area of the kilns’ surfaces might display a patchwork of temperature

differences, sometimes on the order of 15 °F within a uniformly shaded region. These “hot”

and “cold” regions did not immediately appear to follow any visually-identifiable boundaries
such as older-vs.-newer brick, effloresced brick vs. non-, etc. Knowing that IRT can be used
to indirectly identify other factors related to temperature, such as moisture within assemblies,62 the question became: these thermal images are telling us something, but what?

61 Model FLIR C2, a pocket-sized camera with an 80x60 array of “measurement pixels” and a thermal sensitivity of “±2°C (±3.6°F) or 2%, whichever is greater, at 25°C (77°F) nominal.”
62 For example, the process of evaporation has a slight cooling effect on the wetted material, which enables
the moisture to be “seen” in a thermal image (Woerner, 8).
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After using a more sensitive IRT camera63 under several different environmental

conditions, the author’s hypothesis is that IRT may provide clues to future locations of brick
loss due to wythe separation and other discontinuities. This theory is based on the concept

of thermal inertia. It assumes that two bricks will respond to ambient temperature changes
at different rates based on how well they are connected to the surrounding mass mason-

ry—all else being equal. This effect is evident in extreme cases, where isolated and highly

displaced bricks differ in temperature by several degrees from the rest of the mass masonry.
The result may be that the detached bricks are slightly warmer or cooler than the surrounding masonry depending on many factors; in the end, it is the presence of an otherwise un-

explainable differential that may prove to be diagnostic. Adding support to this hypothesis,

the region of the kilns most commonly exhibiting unexplained variation in surface temperature is Tier 2, the tier with by far the most wythe separation. Virtually no similar localized
temperature differences are visible on Tiers 3 or 4 of any kiln.

If IRT is to be used in this way, there are a number of factors that must be excluded.

Regions of high moisture content appear cooler as they dry, lowering the surface tempera-

ture of the masonry as they do so. In the author’s experience, areas missing mortar also frequently appear cooler than areas surrounding, as do areas with high levels of black “soiling”

(lending support to the idea that this soiling is in fact microflora deposited by rainwater and
retaining moisture). Rooted plants also tend to appear cooler than surrounding masonry,
perhaps again because they draw moisture.

If all of the preceding factors are accounted for, regional surface temperature vari-

ations may well be diagnostic of subsurface detachment. The best way of verifying this

hypothesis would be to correlate IRT readings with the results of probes. The ideal time of
day for performing thermography for this purpose may vary; different regions of the kilns

may reveal these local variations at different times of day and during hot or cold weather. In
any case, such variations will be obscured by current, direct sun exposure.

63 Model FLIR E60, with 320x480 measurement pixels and a thermal sensitivity of < 0.05°C @ +30°C (+86°F)
/ 50 mK.
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Figure 12.39. Interior of kiln W4 “illuminated” by IRT.

Figure 12.40. Interior of kiln E3 “illuminated” by IRT.

Figure 12.41. Unexplained temperature differences on Tier 2 of kiln W3.

Figure 12.43. Unexplained temperature differences on Tier 2 of kiln E5.
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Figure 12.42. Unexplained temperature differences on Tier 2 of kiln W4.

Figure 12.44. Unexplained temperature differences on Tier 2 of kiln W1.

The author did not have the opportunity to image all of the kilns under ideal condi-

tions, but identified several locations that hint at the promise of this technique. Images of
these kilns are reproduced in Figures X.

13. Repairs and Maintenance

Unfortunately, documentary evidence of small-scale repair and maintenance prac-

tices at the Coplay kilns is likely no longer extant. However, observable modifications to the
kilns all appear to be attributable to the two major rehabilitation campaigns of 1976 and

2000; remarks about these interventions and their impacts are discussed in Section 12. As
noted in that section, repairs to the kilns were likely frequent during their brief period of

use, minimal throughout their idled life in the first half of the 20th century, then non-existent
until the construction of the museum. Whether the museum ever had much of a budget for
routine maintenance beyond groundskeeping is doubtful.

Today, with the kilns themselves closed to the public, groundskeeping is the majority

of what maintenance continues at Saylor Park. According to Bob Stiffler, Director of Lehigh

County Parks, upkeep of the kilns themselves is limited to semi-annual spot-treatment with
Roundup® to control vegetation. Because root-jacking by higher plants is certainly contributing to the displacement and loss of brick at the kilns, the advantages of herbicide use are

clear. However, the author was curious whether the use of Roundup® could be contributing

to the efflorescence or other conditions observed throughout the kilns.

This question has been neatly addressed through the thesis work of Dewey (1999).

In short, she found that glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup®, was most potentially
damaging to calcareous stones through acid attack (84-85). Among the various masonry

materials she soaked in glyphosate, she found that her “new brick” sample was not significantly affected by any metric (67-76). These results seem to indicate that there are few

costs to outweigh the benefits of herbicide use on the Coplay kilns. However, Dewey’s thesis
did not address the impact of glyphosate on mortars, and of course brick properties are
variable. See suggestions for future research in Section 15.
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14. Synthesis & Analysis: Pattern Finding
Taken together, the evidence gathered from the many disparate investigative tech-

niques in the preceding sections begins to paint a causative picture of the deterioration
mechanisms present throughout the Coplay kilns.

14.1 Loss (fallen brick)

Loss of brick appears to come in two varieties:

The first is exclusively associated with the tops of tiers. Photographs of the kilns

taken in the 1950s show large areas of missing brick in these same regions, probably due to
damage from the demolition of the kiln building; these photographs clearly show the lo-

cations of the steel floor beams, later cut short, painted, and bricked over during the con-

struction of the museum. The locations of these beams clearly correspond to the locations
of modern loss; additionally, today these regions are frequently home to rooted plants that

have taken advantage of the kilns’ ledges. Both root jacking and rust jacking are more than
capable of providing both the detachment and displacement necessary for brick loss. Of

course, both mechanisms require a source of moisture; this moisture can itself freeze and
contribute to the observed symptoms through ice jacking. (As described in Section 11.2,

there is reason to believe that many of the kilns’ original bricks are highly absorptive and

may offer little resistance to tensile stresses, whatever the source.) The processes are iterative, and compound one another: once a crack or void is formed by any mechanism, debris

can enter, acting as a wedge that will allow more water to enter, which exacerbates all three
mechanisms.

This type of brick loss does not currently appear on the southern four kilns at all—

possibly because the kilns were repaired in 2000 and the issues have not had sufficient time
to return, or possibly because the flashings installed are simply doing their job. The loca-

tions of replaced brick on each kiln’s Tier 1 is telling: the 2000 repairs correspond closely

to areas reconstructed in 1976 directly over embedded steel. On the northern five kilns, the
equivalent 1976 brick patches are now displaced or fallen, often as complete assemblies.
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Figure 14.1 Displaced Tier 2 brick on the north of kiln W4 due to a combination of factors: plant roots, embedded steel, deteriorated cement “flashing,” and added vulnerability from open joints and previous cracking below.

Figure 14.2. Areas rebuilt in 2000 (redder brick) correspond with areas rebuilt over embedded steel in 1976.
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The second type of brick loss occurs exclusively on Tier 2, and appears to originate

mid-tier. These areas of loss do not correspond to locations of embedded plants, and correspond only tangentially to locations of embedded steel (see Section 14.3). This would leave
ice jacking to account for more than a hundred broken headers on the west face of kiln W2
alone. Although not impossible—one can imagine a cascade in which one row of headers

cracks, causing all the brick above to bear down on the headers six courses below, which in
turn crack, etc.—this model is not the best fit for the evidence.

Figure 14.3. More than one hundred broken headers visible in the Tier 2 blowout of kiln W2.

The 1997 John Milner Associates conditions drawings indicate many vertical cracks

on mid-Tier 2 throughout the kilns; today, two of these cracks have developed into large
“blowouts.” Photographs found online help to illustrate the progression of the blowout

on the west face of kiln W2: by 2013 the crack documented by JMA had developed into a

roughly 2 square foot area of loss, right between the former locations of the kilns’ upper two
tension straps. Today a blowout in a corresponding location exists on the southeastern face
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Figure 14.4. Detail of 1997 JMA conditions drawings illustrating frequent Tier 2 cracking. (Author’s collection)

Figure 14.5. Beginnings of the blowout on kiln W2 in 2011. Photo credit: Dave Thomas.

of W4.

A mysterious photograph in the collection of the Whitehall Historical Preservation

Society depicts kiln E1, post-demolition, with two lines drawn across Tier 2 labeled “Bands.”
The back of the photograph reads: “Coplay Cement Plant, Mar 26, 1956: Two bands to be

installed around each kiln at lower section.” As noted in Section 3, there is strong evidence

that the kilns originally featured tension straps around Tier 2; in fact, the ghosting marks are
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Figure 14.6. Smaller blowout on Tier 2 of kiln W4 corresponds with tension strap locations.

visible in this same photograph. The kilns were still Coplay Cement Company property in

1956, so if anyone were going to reinstall tension straps, it would be the company. Without
indulging in too much speculation, we can infer that whoever planned to install the tension
straps had a good reason for doing so; perhaps the concern was related to the prominent

vertical crack visible in the photograph. (A later photograph shows a similar large crack on
the southeast face of the same kiln.) In any event, the straps were never reinstalled.

The stresses implied by the original use of these tension straps is described in detail

in Section 12.1.1. Such stresses are a plausible explanation for the cracking in the 1956

photograph, and there is no reason to believe that damage would be limited to the kilns’ ex-

teriors. In particular, any number of headers could have been cracked in compression by the
restraining action of the straps. Repointing joints and grouting cracks in 1976 would have
helped to keep the outer cylindrical skin of each kiln intact for a while longer, but would

have done nothing to help tie it to the wythe behind, let alone address more internal con-

ditions. As years passed, mortar joints opened up, while the cement parge at the top of the
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Figure 14.7. 1956 photo specifying installation of tension straps at Tier 2.

tier began to fracture, and nearby embedded steel expanded to send vertical cracks through
the outer skin. Water and debris were free to enter and take advantage of the kilns’ inherited, hidden weaknesses. Shaded regions appear to be more vulnerable to this type of blowout, probably because water has less of a chance to evaporate before it freezes. However,

there is the distinct potential that the underlying vulnerability is widespread. (See Section
12.1.2 for a discussion of the possibility of detecting areas of incipient loss using IRT.)

Ultimately, even if this hypothesis of inherent vice is incorrect, the presence of ten-
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sion straps would have mitigated the damage, or at least the effects of that damage, caused
by modern mechanisms. That is, when detachment occurred, displacement would have

been limited. If the Tier 2 masonry were less free to move, the effect would be to impede

the progressive separation of the wythes described previously—and would go a long way
towards addressing the main concern at the kilns: the possibility of bricks falling on bystanders.

14.2 Displaced brick (impending loss)
For the reasons described in Section 8.2, the preceding section applies equally to

regions of displaced brick.

14.3 Cracking

Most of the cracking observed throughout the kilns can be explained through the

models proposed in Section 14.1. The majority of cracks occur on Tiers 2 and 4, and appear
to be related to the various jacking processes—in particular, rust jacking of the embedded

steel members. The 1997 JMA drawings clearly show how vertical cracks tend to propagate
along the kiln face on a path originating at an I-beam. This phenomenon is still readily apparent today.

The only kiln with a crack on the Tier 3 “spokes” is W2. This crack was not noted on

the 1997 drawings. Upon close inspection, it is clear that the crack contains two pieces of

embedded metal, roughly the size of rebar. This metal may have been related to the unidentified feature visible in Figure 3.14, which shows the kilns post-demolition.

One type of cracking is not readily explained by rust jacking. All of the western kilns

have cracks or evidence of repairs on Tier 1 below at least one of their exterior arches. The
cracks generally seem to continue along the path of the arch extrados, and the arch is in

one way or another presumed to be the cause. The arched Tier 1 unloading doors all retain
the remnants of a pair of tie rods that connected to a plate on either side, but these tie rods

appear to have run through the second, lower, inner arch. No similar cracks appear on kilns
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Figure 14.8. Sole instance of Tier 3 cracking, on west of kiln W2. Embedded metal present.

Figure 14.9. Typical cracking below arch extrados, kiln W1.
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E1 or E2, although there may be evidence of a repair on the west face of E2. If similar cracks
appeared on kilns E3, E4, or E5, they would occur below-grade. None of these cracks were
noted in the 1997 drawings by John Milner Associates, so either the damage did not then
exist, or was not observed.

In some ways, the most alarming cracks are those that appear on Tier 1 of kilns

W1 and E1—running vertically through many courses of the new brick installed in 2000.
The crack on W1 does appear to correspond to the location of an embedded I-beam, and

its appearance is a statement about the efficacy of the two previous campaigns of cutting

back and painting the steel. The crack on E1 is not as close to an I-beam, and no other kilns
exhibit cracks in an equivalent region—that is, at the extreme north or south side of Tier 1.

While this crack may be caused by rusting steel, other causes should be investigated before
the joint is simply grouted shut.

Because of the strong correlation to I-beam locations described in the preceding

paragraphs, it is tempting to attribute all cracking to embedded steel. Again, the 1956

photograph of kiln E1 serves as a reminder that other, deep-seated issues may ultimately
underlie current conditions.

14.4 Missing mortar
As noted in Section 7.4, open mortar joints tend to occur in patterns. The ultimate

cause of both patterns is probably uncomplicated: absent periodic repointing, old mortar

will not seal a joint adequately, allowing water to penetrate and cause further damage that
allows more water to enter—ultimately leading to the joint’s erosion, or “washing out.”

However, this illustration does not explain why mortar is missing from certain regions of the
kilns but not others.

The first pattern, a horizontal band of open joints one-to-two feet below the tops of

Tiers 1 and 2, is somewhat easily explained: the joints have been washed out directly below
the areas rebuilt in 1976 and/or 2000. The mortar of the lower courses was probably not
repointed during the renovations, and as a result deteriorated more quickly than the new
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Figure 14.10. Typical band of open joints just below a 1976 repair.

mortar, which was likely more durable and certainly better filled the joints. Water has a

tendency to collect at the ledge features at the tops of Tiers 1 and 2, subjecting the bricks
immediately below to concentrated runoff; any of this runoff unable to infiltrate the new,
intact mortar would simply take advantage of the first available vulnerable joints below.
The second “pattern” is much less regular, and initially harder to explain: large

regions of open joints between the Tier 3 fueling openings and the roof. Often these regions
are just below the Tier 4 charging doors, though some are directly below the roof. Con-

versely, some of the kilns have ten vertical feet of perfectly intact joints near the roof, and

ten feet of missing mortar below, well outside the zone of runoff from the charging doors.

Ultimately, this more confusing second pattern appears to share the same simple cause as

the first: areas not repointed in 1976 are today frequently missing their mortar entirely. As
with the horizontal pattern on Tiers 1 and 2, the first few feet of joints below those repointed in 1976 have borne the brunt of the deterioration as runoff seeks its first point of entry.
Of course, features below ledges such as the charging doors are doubly vulnerable.
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A comparison to a 1979 Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) photo is par-

ticularly telling: darker regions of masonry, presumably representing older, un-repointed

areas, are in 2016 the same regions with large numbers of open joints. As discussed in Sec-

tion 12.1.4, the addition of the roofs to the kilns—while probably beneficial overall—would

have hastened mortar deterioration in certain areas because the roofs would create concentrated water runoff for the first time. Even today, the modern roof “hats” create a clear line,

influenced by their octagonal profile, where open joints begin, just below the charging doors
of the southern four kilns.

Unfortunately, these open joints contribute to more severe deterioration in particu-

larly vulnerable areas. For example, see the 2013 pre-blowout photograph of kiln W2. The
vertical cracks are accompanied by several square feet of open joints, which would have
allowed even more water access to the growing cavity behind the exterior wythe.

14.5 Bulging

Bulging correlates to different structural factors on different tiers. As noted in

Section 7.5, detecting this condition by eye was a difficult and certainly imperfect process.

In any case, there appears to be at least a slight bulge in the middle of Tiers 1 and 2 on the

north and south side of many kilns; similarly, a bulge is visible at the juncture of Tiers 3 and
4 on the north and south side of many kilns.

The reason for the bulging at the break between Tiers 3 and 4—that is, at the level

of the bottom of the charging doors—is almost certainly the expansion of embedded steel.
Post-demolition photographs clearly show the beams running in a north-south direction,

with the beam ends right at the location where today exists a slight curvature in many kilns’
slope. Combined with the outright displacement or loss of brick in corresponding locations
on some kilns, the explanation for this particular condition seems cut-and-dried.

There is no embedded steel in the middle of Tier 2 to similarly push outwards.

The reason for bulging in this region is very likely due to delamination of the outer wythe
of brick. The many possible factors contributing to this process are discussed in detail in
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Section 14.1. As noted in Section 10, one symptom of this condition is detachment and

displacement of the Tier 2 arches; viewed from another angle, such displacement appears as
bulging. This condition may be subtly visible already in the 1979 HAER photograph—possi-

bly even in a 1956 photograph. In 1989, John Milner and Associates noted that “[t]he profile
of the walls of almost every kiln at this level suggested an outward, or bulging, movement
appears to be occurring.”

Two potential models could explain the bulging in the middle of Tier 1. The first

possibility is that Tier 1 is experiencing some of the same wythe separation found in Tier 2.
Tier 1 would also have been stressed during the kilns’ firing, only less so than Tier 2; cor-

respondingly, it may have less severe manifestations of the same conditions.64 The second

possibility again relates to embedded steel—only in this case, the embedded steel is much
farther from the surface. All of the kilns had a metal grate for the cooling clinker to rest

on prior to unloading; this grate is still visible in kiln E2. The grate rested on a set of steel

beams much like the floor beams seen on the kiln exteriors. Most of the kilns retain pieces

of these steel beams, still pocketed into the kiln interiors. Rust jacking of these beams could,
in theory, cause a bulge in 4 ½’ of masonry.

14.6 Soiling

The omnipresent dark discoloration throughout the kiln complex, recorded as

“soiling,” is probably largely composed of microflora deposited by rainwater. Atmospheric
pollution may be contributing as well, but the strong correlation between this condition

and exposure to rainwater—and in particular, concentrated runoff—paints a simple and
convincing picture. The clearest evidence that the discoloration is attributable to rain is

found at the tops of the southern four kilns. Here, protected by its “hat,” Tier 4 of each kiln

is distinctly cleaner than the rest of the kiln complex. In fact, the line of “soiling” below Tier
4 follows the octagonal drip edge of the roof. (Incidentally, a document at the Lehigh Valley
Heritage Museum refers to the 2000 roofs as being made of bronze, contrary to their ap-

64 At Aalborg Portland, the original Aalborg kilns featured tension straps around Tier 1. The drawings for
Coplay do not indicate similar straps, but no other evidence exists to point one way or the other.
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Figure 14.11. Microflora “soiling” clearly follows the dripline of the octagonal roof “hats.”

pearance. In theory, the copper in a bronze roof would have biocidal properties that should
diminish the amount of microflora. It is open to interpretation why this is not observed.)65

14.7 Efflorescence

The mechanism driving the deposition of efflorescence is described in Section 8.7;

this process was never in question. The results of salt identification, described fully in Sec-

tion 11.3, indicate the sources of the salts as the coal fuel for calcining. The vast majority of

the efflorescence seen in the kilns at Coplay appears to have its origins in the kilns’ brief period of use. These sulfate salts have likely been trapped in the same cycle—of rinsing to the
ground, being dissolved in water, drawn up into the kilns through capillary action, and then
deposited on the kiln surface as the water evaporates—for more than one hundred years.

Efflorescence is visible in photographs from the 1960s and 1970s, and likely appeared the
moment the kilns were first exposed to the environment and dried in the sunlight. These
65

See footnote 37 for the strange origin of this document.
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salts are almost certainly present throughout the entire kiln complex, though they will

appear in different places on the kilns depending on sunlight and wind exposure—both of
which enhance drying, and hence salt deposition—throughout the year.

Over the years, an additional salt was added to the system—nitrates—which are

probably animal in origin. By far the most likely culprit is the flock of pigeons that call the
kilns their home. As mentioned in Section 7.12, pigeons have inhabited the kiln complex

since at least the 1970s, and probably since the soon after the kiln building was demolished.
As a final note, the author was initially surprised by the amount of efflorescence

within the museum, specifically because the museum doesn’t seem to dry adequately for

salts to deposit at all. However, whatever salts are deposited are then protected from being

rinsed away by rainwater. Slowly, the next time drying occurs, more salts accumulate; this

slow, iterative drying process may explain the significantly larger crystal growth within the
museum vs. without.

14.8 Spalling
The potential mechanisms driving spalling are described in Section 8.8. Because

spalling is observed virtually nowhere on the kilns except in regions of active efflorescence,
spalling does not appear to be occurring due to ice-jacking alone. Therefore, the causes of

spalling and the causes of efflorescence at the Coplay kilns are one and the same. Spalling is
known to increase when drying is more rapid, which explains the fact that the most spall-

ing by far appears on the south faces of kilns W1 and E1. No spalling appears on the bricks

installed in 2000; given the relatively high absorptivity and probable low tensile strength of

the original bricks (see Section 11.2), it is unsurprising that they would be more vulnerable.
This is particularly true if an incompatible mortar was used in repointing, inadvertently
driving moisture into the bricks instead of the reverse.

14.9 Rooted plants

The patterns of rooted plant distribution throughout the kilns are uncomplicated.
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Figure 14.12. Southeast faces of kilns W2, W3, & W4 showing the correlation of plant growth and sun exposure.

The seeds, likely deposited by resident pigeons, take root most easily on flat surfaces like

those at the tops of Tiers 1, 2, and 4, which trap the seeds and rainwater. Other seeds manage to take root in the thousands of open joints throughout the kilns, virtually all of which

are host to at least some small plant life. There is a positive correlation between density of
plants, plant size, and sunlight exposure. Once established, the plants are major contributors to the most significant types of deterioration—cracking, displacement, and loss, described in Sections 14.1 to 14.3—through root-jacking.

14.10 Mosses, lichens, etc.

The patterns of lower plants throughout the kilns are similarly uncomplicated: they

appear exclusively within the remains of the museum structure, where damp conditions

persist despite the gaps in the envelope. As described in Section 8.10, the removal of the

southern half of the museum virtually eliminated these growths in the southern four kilns
(trace amounts of biogrowth are visible in a few shaded locations where these kilns meet
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the ground). Although it may appear that the kiln interiors would be favorable environments for similar biogrowth, none has been observed.

14.11 Rusting beams

The causes of rusting beams are straightforward and described in Section 8.11; the

implications of this condition are discussed in Sections 14.1-14.3 and 14.5. All evidence

indicates that previous efforts to inhibit rust by painting the metal have been insufficient.66
Aside from cost, there is no clear downside to total removal of these elements.

14.12 Wildlife

The only form of wildlife present at the kilns that will inevitably cause damage is the

flock of pigeons. As noted in Section 14.6, they deposit nitrate salts in their excrement that
contribute to efflorescence and spalling. More importantly, as noted in 14.9, they deposit

seeds that become the plants responsible for large areas of dangerous deterioration today.

Though the netting system installed on the southern four kilns in 2000 is not entirely effective, it probably drove the pigeons to the northern kilns that they primarily inhabit today.

Only installation of Tier 3 netting throughout the entire complex would truly test its effectiveness.

66 That is, if the metal was ever painted at all. It was specified in both the 1976 and 1997 drawings, but because this treatment is invisible to the author today, it is impossible to say whether it was performed.
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15. Suggestions for Further Research
Inevitably, the author’s research generated new questions unanswerable in the

months he could devote to this project. Still other questions persist long after they first

arose, often because pursuing their answers conflicted with the pursuit of other information deemed more useful or pressing. Answers to all of the following questions would be

“good to know.” However, none of the items on this list should be construed as a necessary

precursor to taking action at the Coplay kilns. As Section 16 will illustrate, most of the work
done at the kilns over the years has been good—it simply hasn’t gone far enough, or been

performed in a timely enough manner to be most effective. This is all to say that the perfect
should not be made the enemy of the good. The following list represents the “perfect”:
•

Which are the original bricks and mortar, those that presumably make up the
bulk of the masonry? For the mortar, deep bedding samples obtained with

lift access have the highest probability of originality because of their inaccessibility during repair campaigns. Are there ways to easily and conclusively

identify the bricks and mortar from various phases of work? If not, testing

of material properties through random sampling is next to useless. To that

end, is there a complex of visual traits that can differentiate among the many
•

materials present? If so:

What are the properties of these materials? For the brick and firebrick:

what is its porosity, its tensile strength, its compressive strength, its initial

rate of absorption, its specific heat? For the mortar: how do its absorptivity
and strength characteristics compare to the brick, and are they compatible?
What is each mortar’s composition? For the assembly: what is its flexural
•

bond strength? What is its in-situ strength (flat-jack testing)?

Is the use of glyphosate-based herbicide contributing to any of the damage

observed throughout the kilns? Once a method of representative brick sam-

pling is established, the bricks can be tested in the manner laid out by Dewey
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•

(1999).

What temperature extremes are experienced by the southern two kilns (W1
and E1)? Given their high level of sun exposure, the data collected for other
kilns to date may not paint an accurate picture of the conditions these two

kilns experience. For a fuller picture of the environmental conditions within
and around the kilns, temperature and humidity monitoring should be per•

formed on all kilns for at least a full year.

Using the material properties data and the results from environmental monitoring, what stresses were the kilns, their bricks, and their firebricks ex-

posed to during firing? When constrained by a tension strap? Modern fluid
dynamics software should be able to model airflow and thermal behavior

during the firing of the kilns. What stresses are the kilns exposed to today,

due to mundane variations in interior and exterior temperature and humidity? Using hygrothermal modeling software such as WUFI to do the calcula-

tions, how does moisture behave within the mass masonry walls of the kilns
under different conditions? How effectively does moisture migrate through
the masonry, and at what depths are internal condensation and freezing a
•

concern?

Are the cracks on the kilns growing? Monitoring should be performed, at the
very least by marking the crack tips with a lumber crayon and checking back

•

every few months. Crack width could be monitored with strain gauges.

Are the kilns truly riddled with cracked headers? Does IRT actually have

promise in detecting incipient delamination? Results could be correlated

with probes to check for validity. What other Non-Destructive Evaluation

techniques are best suited for detecting these small voids and imperfections:
•

ground-penetrating radar, impact echo, etc.?

When exactly did the kilns cease operation? What was the kiln building
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used for from that date until 1950? Why were some of the Tier 3 openings
•

bricked in or otherwise covered over during this period?

Are the Coplay kilns truly the last Aalborg kilns in the world? All evidence

points to “yes,” but further research into the installations abroad uncovered
in this thesis research would help to solidify this claim. Were these other
Aalborgs built using common bond brickwork?
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16. Conclusions
As long as they stand, the nine kilns at Coplay will continue to fascinate curious

passersby who feel oddly compelled to get closer, to photograph, and to ask—what are these

things? Those that take the time to read the signage are left to wrestle with a seemingly

irreconcilable image: of the kilns, fully three stories taller, belching smoke from within a

40,000 square foot building, part of an entire factory complex now somehow transformed
into a small, green, suburban park.

The full history of the kilns adds even more juxtaposing layers to the picture. These

kilns are not, in fact, just kilns. They were museum objects; they were the museum itself.

They were bathrooms. They are a groundhog den, and have been the perfect roost for generations of pigeons. They were successors to the first cement plant in the United States—
and to two men voyaging to Denmark in the winter of 1892, they were a symbol of the

industry’s future. To residents of Coplay today, the kilns are the last symbol of the town’s
leading role in that industry.

It is this deep and complicated history that has never been fully considered in at-

tempts, past and current, to stabilize or restore the kilns. The kilns’ history does more than
just define their significance; it defines their current condition. To paraphrase the author’s

thesis advisor, this simple fact is the reason that a visit to a new doctor begins with a review
of the patient’s medical history before current signs and symptoms are addressed.

The Aalborg kilns as constructed at Coplay featured several inherent vices. Many

of the kilns’ bricks had such large inclusions that they were ill-matched for the tremendous
stresses imposed by firing cement at 2700 °F. Adding insult to injury, the American bond
pattern used to connect each wythe of brick would have struggled to maintain its ties as

the kiln expanded and contracted, and was possibly contrary to the original Aalborg kilns’

design. The fact that the Aalborg kiln was fired continuously, instead of intermittently, likely
limited the rate at which this damage occurred; still, by the end of almost a decade of in-

tense use, it is a given that the kilns’ masonry would be riddled with fractures. During the
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next half century, workers on each floor of the kiln building, then used for storage, may have
easily repaired visible, external damage. However, there would have been little incentive to
investigate or mend the masonry behind the surface.

The kilns’ long period of relative stability—or more accurately, of suspended deteri-

oration—ended abruptly in 1951, when they were first fully naked and subject to all of the

extremes of Pennsylvania’s environment. The kilns suffered damage during the demolition

of their surrounding building, losing large areas of brick at the top of each tier as each floor

level was destroyed. The resulting loss of section, numerous holes, and completely exposed

kiln openings allowed ready infiltration by snow and rain for the next 25 years. Even worse,
the kilns were filled with moisture-trapping rubble from the demolition of their upper

stacks. Another inherent vice of the kilns’ brick—its relatively high absorptivity—now

became actively damaging. The bricks began to soak up all of this moisture, carrying with it
massive amounts of residual salts from the kilns’ years of coal-firing.

During demolition, the kilns’ Tier 2 tension straps were also removed. These straps

had contributed to the masonry’s stresses during the kilns’ firing, but in the following de-

cades had provided an element of stability to counteract internal imperfections. Had they

remained in place, they would have continued to counteract, at least in part, issues of wythe
separation, bulging, and blowouts. Instead, the kilns lost their last line of defense just when
they were exposed to uncountable new stresses.

Until 1975, the kilns continued to deteriorate, visited only by pigeons and other

trespassers. These pigeons were probably only slightly deterred by the construction of the
Saylor Cement Museum; the plant seeds they deposited were growing again within a few

years of the museum’s opening. The plans for the museum were ambitious and admirable.
The resulting rehabilitation of the kilns was the only time all of the kilns received some

level of care in the entire 20th century. Without these repairs, the kilns would certainly be in
worse condition today.

That said, the interventions did not go quite far enough. Ostensibly sound mortar
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was not repointed, and was unable to withstand the now-concentrated runoff from the
parged ledges and newly-created roofs. Embedded steel was burned back and painted

rather than removed; thanks to the infiltration of water through deteriorating joints and the
moisture-trapping environment of the museum, this tack was only a temporary fix. (No car
already rusting in 1975 would be expected to last another forty years in this environment
after a simple coat of paint.) And importantly, none of the museum-era fixes addressed

issues occurring behind the surface wythes. Whatever damage the interior masonry had

inherited from its firing days, and however those flaws had been amplified by 25 years of exposure to the elements, these factors would not have been directly addressed by repointing
and rebuilding external features. The presence of a thin veneer brick, found on the ground

near the base of kiln W2 and presumably installed in 2000, symbolizes the superficiality of
some of the past repairs.

What these superficial repairs would have accomplished was to slightly reset the

clock for several of the deterioration mechanisms by temporarily slowing the rate of moisture intrusion. But mortar joints inevitably opened up, plants regrew, and so began the

vicious cycle of moisture infiltration, ice-, root-, and rust-jacking, debris infill and wedging,
and iterative widening of cracks. The highly humid environment of the museum did nothing to aid in the kilns’ drying, and catalyzed the rusting of the embedded steel. The quick

decline of the kilns’ conditions after the construction of the museum, then, owed to a combination of unintended consequences and insufficiently comprehensive, though laudable,
repairs.

These results were repeated during the last phase of work on the kilns in 2000. The

added ventilation appears to be keeping the relative humidity of the southern four kilns in

line with that of the outdoors; however, this lowering is not sufficient to stop the corrosion
of embedded steel. Similarly, the efficacy of—again—repainting the steel is indicated by

new cracking on kiln W1. The new masonry and flashings have undoubtedly slowed the rate
of deterioration on these kilns, particularly by inhibiting plant growth. On the other hand,

superficial treatment of vertical cracking by grouting was clearly insufficient to prevent the
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major blowout on kiln W2.

At first blush, all of this is bad news. The preceding paragraphs seem to imply that

the hundreds of thousands of dollars invested in the kilns over the past forty years were little more than expensive Band-Aids. Factoring in the costs of inflation and deferred maintenance, the situation has today escalated to a point where it may seem irredeemable.

Taken another way, the news is quite positive. The kilns initially present a bewilder-

ing array of maladies in apparently random locations; the logical response is to be constantly fearful of failure at any time, in any place. However, this research shows that the most

severe damage to the kilns tends to occur in predictable locations due to predictable causes.
Isolating these locations and causal factors provides the best hope of ensuring that each
dollar spent on the kilns today does not need to be re-spent in 15 years.
In summary, the key takeaways are these:

1. There appears to be no reason to believe that any kiln as a whole will tumble
to the ground. The masonry of the lower, cylindrical portions of the kilns

is four to six feet thick—damage to surface brick should not be construed
as structural failure. Further, the kilns were designed so that the interior

firebrick is structurally independent of the exterior. To a point, therefore,
the condition of the kiln interiors is irrelevant to the preservation of the

exteriors, and the stabilization of the interiors is not a prerequisite to other
intervention.

2. Though the prospect of failure at the top tiers of each kiln is frightening,

these tiers are uncomplicated. Tier 3 exhibits the least damage of any tier

on any kiln. Tier 4 is by far the thinnest region of each kiln, roughly one foot
(three common bricks) in depth above the charging doors. While this thinness leaves little margin for failure, it also means that there is no potential

for hidden conditions. If the masonry highest on the kilns appears to be in

plane, with intact mortar joints, it is probably fine. Conversely, if the mason-
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ry highest on the kilns appears to require repointing, it should be repointed
promptly.

3. Tier 2 is the most dangerous, and endangered, portion of each kiln. No work
should be performed on this tier without some evaluation of the interior

wythes—through probes, or through IRT, radar, or similar NDE techniques.
At the very least, new bricks should be anchored to the masonry behind.
Failing to address the issue of wythe separation at this tier will inevita-

bly result in failure of the repair. In addition, we can look to history for an

intervention that is both interpretive and structural: the replacement of the
tension straps, which could now perhaps be made of carbon fiber, at their
original locations.

4. Embedded steel should be completely removed. Failure to do so has been
proven to result in failure of surrounding masonry.

5. Plant growth must be stopped. Treatment with biocide is helpful but clearly
insufficient. The flashings installed in 2000 have helped to prevent plants’

taking root, and similar flashings should be installed on the remaining kilns.
However, the problem will be best stopped at its source: by eliminating the
presence of pigeons. If they can’t be shot, exclusionary netting should be

installed in the Tier 3 openings as on the southern four kilns, with necessary
changes made to account for whatever caused the failure of the netting on
kiln W2.

6. The entire complex of kilns should be repointed, including joints that appear

intact, for what may be the first time since their construction. This work will
not be effective unless the preceding factors are addressed, and addressing
the preceding factors will not be effective unless the joints are repointed.

The mortar must be compatible with the surrounding masonry; in particular,
it must be less rigid and more absorptive than neighboring original bricks.
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Type N mortar should be considered. Consideration must be made for concentrated runoff locations.

7. Bricks salvaged from the kilns should be used for repairs with caution, if at

all. Pending further tests of strength and absorptivity, and lacking a conclu-

sive method for on-site identification of which bricks are from which cam-

paigns and share which material properties, use of salvage brick for repairs

is not recommended. That said, newly introduced brick should be compatible with surrounding mortar as described in the previous paragraph.

8. Taking another cue from history, it is worth revisiting the idea of re-enclosing the kilns in some form of roofed structure. This idea was explored in

the late 1990s, and would fulfill both interpretive and protective functions.

Such a structure installed today would benefit the kilns more than any other
single measure, and for a cost well below that of attending to every detail

above. Prioritizing the construction of such a structure, along with only the
most urgent repairs to the kilns, would be the best balance between initial
cost and long-term benefit.67 Importantly, any structure would need to be

designed in a way that minimally affected the aesthetic of the kilns that is so
much a part of their appeal today. Frame structures such as those at Frank-

lin Court in Philadelphia could serve as models; the upper thirty foot stacks
could be recreated in frame or with light. To increase the quality of designs

and to aid in publicity, fundraising, and buy-in, a design competition could be
held and voted on by the public.

9. Finally, restoration of the kilns ought to be part of a more ambitious project,
transforming the many cement plant ruins and quarries along the Ironton
Rail Trail into an experience worth traveling to. These many sites are the

remains of the birthplace of the United States cement industry, and they cur67

Thanks to Roy Ingraffia for pointing out the logic of this phasing.
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rently hide in plain sight. The restored Coplay Kilns at Saylor Park should be
the centerpiece of the collection, where visitors park their cars and receive

inspiration and orientation as they set off on the trail. Such a future is possible for Coplay and neighboring towns with community involvement, time, a
little imagination—and another Master’s thesis.
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1975 elevation and section of the Aalborg
kiln, presumed copy of original 1893 construction documents. (Author’s collection;
copies on file at the Lehigh Valley Heritage
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ers, comprising 17 tunnels 75 feet long.

Tunnel Dryers.

with 30 1-inch steampipes running along
the bottom, and with ventilating hoods in the top. There are
also cold air ducts leading from the roof to the bottom of the
tunnels to provide a circulation of air. The tunnels have a
fall of 18 inches in their length,
so that all water condensed in
the pipes will collect in a main
at the further end, from which
it is pumped back to the boilers.
The general construction of the
tunnels is shown in Figure 4.
The cars with wet bricks are
charged in the tunnels at one end
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each tunnel being fitted
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operation.
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reaching the upper or charging
floor of the kiln building.
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6. They are continuous; that is,
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1951: Mill B demolished
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1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

1997: Second emergency study
2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired
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2004: Other 5 kilns to be demolished
2010: Kilns excluded from county plan

Undated photographs showing all 10 kilns of Mill B circa 1900. (National Canal Museum.)
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1920

1940

1951: Mill B demolished

1960

Above: 1911 Sanborn Fire Insurance map
of Mill B showing all 10 kilns, probably
idled, next to the new rotary kilns in the
former tunnel drier building. (Penn State
Sanborn map collection.)

1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

Right: Undated photograph showing the
interior of the kiln building. Note the
unloading cart in the background and the
plate receiving the tension rods through
the unloading door arch. (On display
within abandoned museum. Negative
may be on file at Lehigh Valley Heritage
Museum.)

1997: Second emergency study
2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired

2000

2004: Other 5 kilns to be demolished
2010: Kilns excluded from county plan
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2015: Latest study published

2020

1935 photograph
by the Dallin Aerial
Survey Company
showing only 8 kilns
above the roofline,
proving that kiln W4
has been at its present
height since before
the building’s demolition and indicating
that kiln W5 was
similarly truncated
or fully demolished
by this time. (Hagley
Museum.)
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1882: Hartranft & Saeger visit Denmark
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1921: Mill B closes

1920

1940

Undated photographs showing Mill B during the early 20th century.
1951: Mill B demolished

Right: This postcard must date to pre-1935 because of the number of kilns
visible above the roofline (see previous page) but probably not long prior
because of the presence of power lines (Front et al. 2005, 34.)

1960

Above: This phtograph depicts only 8 kilns projecting above the roof line,
indicating partial demolition (see previous page). (Miller 1941, Plate 31.)
1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

1997: Second emergency study
2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired

2000

2004: Other 5 kilns to be demolished
2010: Kilns excluded from county plan
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1921: Mill B closes

1920

1940

1951: Mill B demolished

1960

Above. Undated photograph apparently showing Mill
B as it was being demolished 1950-1951, showing
relationship of kiln tiers to floor levels. (Allentown
Sunday Call-Chronicle.)

1976: Museum opened

Right: 1955 aerial photograph showing the kilns after
the demolition of Mill B, totally open at the top and
unprotected from the elements. (Whitehall Historical
Preservation Society.)

1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

1997: Second emergency study
2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired

2000

2004: Other 5 kilns to be demolished
2010: Kilns excluded from county plan
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1920

1940

1951: Mill B demolished

1960

1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

Above: Left to right, the west face of kilns W3, W2, E2, W1 in 1956. Note the locations of joist pockets
and unknown material in Tier 3 openings of W2. Ghosting from tension straps visible on Tier 2 and possibly 3. (Whitehall Historical Preservation Society.)
Right: Notes on the back of this photograph indicate plans to reinstall tension straps on Tier 2 in 1956.
The source of this photograph is unknown, but is most likely connected to the Coplay Cement Company
who retained ownership of the kilns at this time. Note the ghosting from the original tension straps and
the sealed opening at Tier 3. (Whitehall Historical Preservation Society.)

1997: Second emergency study
2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired

2000

2004: Other 5 kilns to be demolished
2010: Kilns excluded from county plan
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1882: Hartranft & Saeger visit Denmark
1895: Mill B completed
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1904: Kilns cease firing

1916: Mill B leased to Harbison-Walker
1921: Mill B closes

1956 photograph showing the kilns from the south. Note the locations of joist pockets,
selaed Tier 3 opening, and the ghosting from the original tension straps on Tier 2 (and
possibly 4). (Whitehall Historical Preservation Society.)

1965 photo showing how little the kilns changed prior to the museum area. Ironton Railroad tracks in the foreground. This
color photo shows more clearly the color difference between the tiers more directly exposed to smoke and soot from coal. Efflorescence may be visible on Tier 2 (see next photo). Photo credit: Charles Houser Sr. (Bednar & Bealer 2010, 1).

1920

1940

1951: Mill B demolished

1960

1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

1997: Second emergency study
2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired

Above: 1971 photo of the kilns alongside the still-active Lehigh Valley Railroad.
Ironton Railroad visible to the left. Note the efflorescence visible on Tier 2 of
each kiln. Photo credit: Mike Bednar (Personal collection of Mike Bednar).
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Artist’s rendering of the Saylor Cement Museum, reproduced in Rock Products Magazine,
July 1976. (Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum.)

2010: Kilns excluded from county plan
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1975-1976 Museum Construction Documents by Bond, Miller, Seibert, Ferreira, Schlicting
(Author’s collection; copies on file at Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum)
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201

1979 Historic
American Engineering Record
photograph of the
kilns. From left to
right: W3, E3, W4,
E4, E5. Note the
open mortar joints
already visible on
Tier 3 of W4 and
Tier 4 of E4 and
E5, probably due
to runoff from the
new roofs. Photo
credit: Jet Lowe
(Library of Congress).
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1920

1940

1951: Mill B demolished

1960

1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

Undated photos of the kilns during the museum era.
Above: Original print from the Allentown Morning Call. From
left, kilns E3, W4, E4, and E5. Probably taken shortly after the 1979
HAER photo (see previous page); note the large plant growing from
the open joints on W4. (Author’s collection.)
Left: Taken within the first five years or so of the museum’s opening,
areas rebuilt using new or salvaged brick are clearly apparent. Note
the presence of efflorescence and the plant growing from Tier 3 of
kiln W3. Photo credit: Adrienne Snelling (Taylor 1982).
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1920

Removal of the Ironton Railroad tracks alongside Saylor Park in 1990. Photo credit: Mike Bednar (Personal collection
of Mike Bednar).
1940

1951: Mill B demolished

1960

Undated photograph of Saylor Park, probably during the 1990s, prior to the
demolition of the southern half of the museum in 2000. (Portland Cement
Association.)
1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

1997: Second emergency study

Photograph of the kiln complex during the
last few years of the museum’s operation.
Note the efflorescence and areas of open
joints (visible as darker areas of the kilns).
(Hagley Museum.)

2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired
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2004: Other 5 kilns to be demolished
2010: Kilns excluded from county plan
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1997 Emergency Stabilization Drawings by John Milner Associates
(Author’s collection; copies on file at Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum)
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1920

Top row, bottom left: 2011 photos showing the kilns essentially as they appear today, with the museum demolished at the base of the southern four kilns and vents, flashings, and octagonal “hats” installed. The image on the
top right shows the beginnings of the blowout on kiln W2 today (compare to the locations of cracks on the 1997 JMA drawings, sheet A2). Photo credit: Dave Thomas (http://www.pbase.com/dw_thomas/coplay_kilns).
1940

1951: Mill B demolished

1960

1976: Museum opened
1980: Kilns on NRHP

1980

1989: First emergency study

1997: Second emergency study
2000: Southern 4 kilns repaired

2000

2004: Other 5 kilns to be demolished

2013 photo of the kilns showing W2 a few months prior to its blowout. Note the similar region on the right side of W4,
which has remained relatively “stable” through early 2016. Photo credit: Mark Hedlund (www.eofp.net).
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2010: Kilns excluded from county plan

2013: Major blowout on kiln W2
2015: Latest study published

2020

Appendix B: Kiln Condition Survey
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Appendix C: Temperature and Humidity Data
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W2 temperature and RH data with exterior data for comparison
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E2 temperature and RH data with exterior data for comparison
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W3 temperature and RH data with exterior data for comparison
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E3 temperature and RH data with exterior data for comparison
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W4 temperature and RH data with exterior data for comparison
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Appendix D: Aalborg Kilns Around the World
(Reproduced from Baumaterialienkunde 1903)
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